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I. SUMMARY

This was a year in which no single major event occupied the Library's
attention leaving it time for a number of minor but very important
activities, among them: early in the year an administrative
reorganization divided the Public Service Division into Central and
Branch Services. Our users were probably unaware of the change, but it
has aided in creating a more efficient organizational structure. As part
of that change the Loan Department was moved from the Technical Services
Division to Central Services and the Southwest Folklore Center was given
"official" department status. Later in the year the Bindery Section of
the Catalog Department became an independent unit with department status
named the Bindery and Preservation Department, and at about the same
time the current periodicals section of the Serials Department began
reporting to the Head Central Reference Librarian.

In March the Library acquired its 3,000,000th volume. Although such an
event has been used by other large libraries as justification for
national publicity, we chose instead to have a party, sponsored by the
Friends of the Library, with balloons, refreshments and only a brief
program. At the same time the Library unveiled ten new exhibit oases in
the lobby of the main library, specially created by local craftsman
David Hansen to match existing furniture and cases, and paid for by the
Friends; all of this identified officially as a University Centennial
celebration.

Soon after 1985 began the Library lost two of its mainstays when
Associate Librarian Kent Hendrickson resigned to become Dean of Library
Services at the University of Nebraska, and Joyce Goldsmith, who had
been administrative assistant, office manager, and right hand to all the
library administrators for the past 17 years left the University for
work elsewhere in Tucson.

Two developments in computer access are worth note. For part of the year
the current periodicals area has been experimenting with Infotrac, an

online, computerized index to magazines. Preliminary reports describe
the results as overwhelmingly positive. During the entire year the
Science/Engineering Library staff has been involved in helping users in
chemistry do their own searching, some of it from offices and other
remote sites, on Chemical Abstracts Service Online. After the initial,
reduced-price experiment ended so successfully, the Vice President for
Research provided a $10,000 supplement, matched by $10,000 from the
library administration, to continue the service for the remainder of the
year. Funding of this and other online information services constitutes
a major concern for future library budgets.

The Catalog Department, at full staff by the end of the year for the
first time in years, processed more than 55,000 titles; a new record!

The year saw a complete turn-over in top administrators reporting to the
University Librarian. As the year came to a close we successfully
recruited David Buxton from the University of Virginia as our first



Assistant University Librarian for Systems and Planning. Mid-year we
had recruited from the University of Michigan Sara Heitshu as Assistant
University Librarian for Technical Services, and at the beginning of the
year we had promoted Shelley Phipps to the new position of Assistant
University Librarian for Branch Services. These critical positions
successfully filled with outstanding people should make it easier to
fill the position of Assistant University Librarian for Central Services
by Fall.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

This year a statewide study of interlibrary lending confirmed what we
already knew: our interlibrary loan service is the best in the state.

The library has an existing staff, both classified and professional,
that is excellent, and a reputation that has made it possible to
continue to recruit excellent people from all over the country.
Representative of the outstanding staff is the continuing string of
letters received from faculty and staff applauding the service they
received, the professional way in which their request was handled, the
speed with which we provided something they desperately needed, and
similar praise.

Often such letters note other strengths. The collection continues to
surprise, even amaze, visitors from other large universities. Twice this
year senior faculty from very large institutions east of the Mississippi
went out of their way to tell the University Librarian how strohg is our
collection--and how much more accessible than the material on their home

campuses.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

It is tempting to simply fill a page under this heading with the words
SPACE and STAFF. The latter would be no surprise, for it must be the
most common complaint on this campus; the former, however, will
doubtless surprise many readers of this report. A new (in 1977) library
building so large and visible would seem to satisfy library space needs
for many years into the future. Appearances are deceiving is the time-
worn phrase which applies to our situation. Our space needs are already
significant and some situations will soon be critical.

Although it is a closed stack and can thus be controlled more carefully
than the main stack, Special Collections will be in desperate need of
stack and storage space in the immediate future. The Library discovered
only this year that shipments received to date from Congressman Morris
Udall have been just the tip of the iceberg; more than 500 cartons of
material are presently stored in federal space and that number will
probably reach 600 before the congressman decides not to run again.
Special Collections cannot possibly house such a quantity of material.



Stack space in the Main Library is at a premium on floor four which
happens also to house the most rapidly growing parts of the collection.
We anticipate that within two years some drastic measures will be
required to accommodate these materials. This is particularly important
because within the same time frame the government documents collection
(third floor, main library) will run out of space. The alternatives are
limited, and require major remodeling as well as hundreds of work-hours
in reorganizing the materials.

Although many library departments are in need of space or major
remodeling, there is no doubt that the worst situation exists in the
Music Collection. This has been mentioned in virtually every annual
report for the past 15 years. A solution seems no closer today. The
Center for Creative Photography also represents a major space problem, a
solution for which is in its new building, ready for construction when
the last part of its funding can be found.

In a recent survey conducted for the Library's Planning Council twelve
areas were identified as needing space either immediately or very soon.
To conserve space I include here only a selection: the Southwest
Folklore Center, housed in what was once an apartment building has
virtually no space available for users and any significant addition to
the collection could not be housed; the Inter-Library Loan section of
Central Reference, among the busiest (and still growing) of our public
access points, is completely out of space for processing requests. The
Technical Services area of the Main Library, the largest staff space in
the library system, now houses approximately 25 percent more people that
it was designed to hold.

The situations described above are typical of library space problems,
and the list of staffing shortages is even more extensive. With the
exception of positions funded from outside/non-state sources, the
Library has received no new positions in more than four years, meanwhile
(as our statistics continue to reveal) activity has increased steadily
and new services (such as on-line search services) have been provided. A

simple list of the most pressing needs follows. Requests for new
positions will continue to be submitted through the regular budgeting
process.

The Oriental Studies Collection has had no permanent head for more than
two years. The Media Center staff badly needs the addition of at least a
half-time professional. The Library Instruction Department survives with
only two full-time people to serve all the training needs including the
Library Skills Program. The GEAC circulation system/computer has far
outgrown its single full-time operator. The Science-Engineering Library
has only 7.5 full-time librarians yet serves approximately ItO percent of'
the UA student/staff/faculty population.

Similarly, the Government Documents Department with its regional
depository status and obligation to serve the public as fully as
possible has just eight full-time staff to cover all of its extended
desk hours as well as accomplish its own processing. The Southwest



Folklore Center struggles along with just two full-time people and no
archivist/cataloger except for the occasional graduate student or other
volunteer. The Serials Department, critically important to any research

collection, handles more that 100,000 pieces each year using student
help for the majority of its check-in procedures.

Equipment needs totalling more than $200,000 have been submitted by the

Library's department heads. Only a fraction of this list will we be able

to purchase out of the 1985/6 budgeted amount of less than $20,000 in

the State budget.

Finally, among limitations, I feel I must mention the difficulties that

beset the library on a campus with substantial programs in foreign
languages when such programs are both growing and rapidly changing.

While library staff can readily handle the "common" European languages,

what happens when a new or renewed emphasis centers around a Slavic

tongue? How are we to handle Chinese, Japanese, Persian, Arabic,
Turkish, Hebrew, and several other language materials when the entire
staff for the Oriental Studies Collection amounts to five full-time
persons? There are no simple answers to these questions for even if a

few additional positions were available, it is unlikely the language

needs would be high enough on our priority list to feel any benefit.

IV. FUTURE PLANS

The future of the Library continues to rest heavily on computer oriented

activities. An on-line catalog and information service will be our

number one priority until it is funded. Although such a tool will be a

major boon to library staff, its greatest impact will obviously be on

our users who should find library research time greatly expanded because

the system will do, much faster, what they must each now do manually.

Similarly, expansion of what is being called "end-user searching" of

computer data bases is on the agenda. Some expansion will occur in
1985/6. It is fairly safe to predict that a major increase in this
activity will occur in 1986/7 and the following two or three years as
the current experiments, nationwide, prove successful.

Related to this end-user searching will be development of various
"lessons" in the form of computer based instruction. Although PLATO is

no longer a presence on the UA campus, other forms of group and self
instruction will be developed to assist the library staff in interacting
with the ever-growing user demands.

A tool for all our users, for our librarians, and in fact for anyone
doing work involving access to journals and serials, Is the Arizona
Union List of Serials, dubbed SOLAR. This on-line union list is a high

priority for the Library and should be complete, or nearly so, by

September of 1986.

We have made a start at a formal preservation program, and that effort

will increase substantially in the next few years.
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1984/85

COLLECTION RESOURCE STATISTICS

1983/84
Added
1984/85

Withdrawn
1984/85

Total
6/30/85

BOUND VOLUMES

Monographs 74,950 1357

Serials 23,450
TOTAL 1,688,143 98,400 1357 1,785,186

GOVERNMENT
DOCUMENTS

Depository 24,026
Non Depository 6,455

TOTAL 864,177* 30,481 27,079 867,579

MI CROFORNS

Microfilm 85,109 2,638
Microfiche 2,081,144 230,350 6,373

Microcard 160,763
TOTAL 2,327,016 232,988 6,373 2,553,631

MAPS 185,061 4,662 1,123 188,600

MEDIA

Phonorecords 24,775 534 25,309

(Music)
Other 85,342 4,306 32 89,616

(Media Center)
TOTAL 110,117 4,840 32 114,925

MUS IC

Sheet Music 26,067 1,219 52 27,234

TOTAL HOLDINGS 5,200,581* 372,590 36,016 5,537,155

*Adjusted Total
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CENTER FOR CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY

ANNUAL REPORT - 19811_85

SUMMARY

During the past year the Center received $196,313.00 in federa]. grants,
$120,000 in corporate grants, and $5,750 in state grants. We also received a
matching grant of $5,000 from the University of Arizona Foundation. Grants
total $327,063.00. Among the major granting agencies during this fiscal
year were Polaroid Corporation and Foundation, National Endowment for the
Arts, and the U. S. Department of Education. Total gifts of works to the
Center's collections this year have an estimated value of $8,802,525.00.
Highlights of the gifts were 2,531 prints added to the Ansel Adams Archive, as
per the original agreement made before his death. Another important acquisition
was a gift from Brett Weston of 98 of his own prints, representing his work
made between 193k and 1975. A unique acquisition by the Center during this
period was 122 original copper gravure plates by Edward Curtis, which were
used for making the portfolio gravure prints and book prints for his world-
renown master works on the North American indians.

The Center also organized fifteen exhibitions for its own gallery, the
University Art Museum, and the Galleria at The Arizona Bank in Phoenix. Use
of the Center in the past year by both individuals and other institutions
increased dramatically. Several hundred prints were lent from the Center's
collections to major museums throughout the world including the Philadelphia
Museum of Art, the Musee Nationale d'Art Moderne in Paris, the Barbican Art
Gallery in London, and the Osaka Museum in Tokyo. In addition, the Center is
organizing a major traveling exhibition for the centennial of Edward Weston's
birth to travel to major museums throughout the U.S. from 1986 to 1989.

Visiting researchers from around the world who came to the Center to use our
collections for research included visitors from the Centre National de la
Photographie in Paris, Conde Nast Publications in New York, the Academy of Art
in San Francisco, the National Gallery of Art in Washington, DC, the University
of Alberta, Canada; Chiba University in Tokyo, and many more. The Center's
print-viewing program, which makes the Center's collections directly available
to anyone coming to the Center, revealed the following statistics: Of 835
persons requesting print-viewing appointments, 53% were from the University of
Arizona, 21% from throughout the state, 23% from outside Arizona, and 3% from
outside the United States. In all, twenty-eight states and five countries
were represented by individuals requesting print-viewing privileges.

Publications remain one of the Center's most important outreach programs.
During the past year, two issues of the Center's scholarly journal, The
Archive, were published, as well as three collection guides, one exhibition
catalogue, one orientation guide for students, and four videotapes for public
broadcast. Three of the videotapes were devoted to the work of individual
artists and one was on the Center and its programs. The Center continued its
relationship with the University of Arizona Press as its exclusive distributor.

In summary, the Center was able to maintain significant activity in all of its
programs in spite of major handicaps of an inadequate facility and the loss of'
a number of staff members as grants expired.
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MAJOR STRENGTHS

The Center continues to attract significant collections as gifts and grant
support in spite of inadequate staff and facility. The very high quality of
the Center's collections, its publications, and the availability of both to a
vide public continue to attract international attention. A grant from
Polaroid Corporation for a one year curatorial assistant position made it
possible to hire Victor LaViola to expand the public and academic print-
viewing opportunities. The statistics related in the summary, which show
a significant increase in print-viewing opportunities, were a direct result of
having this position. In addition to the Center's ability to continue to
attract major funding from outside sources and the continued growth of its
collections through gifts, an undeniably important strength of the Center is
its staff. Highlights of the staffts research and public service activities
are as follows:

Amy Stark, Archives Librarian, wrote a major piece for the Center's journal
devoted to the letters from Tina Modotti to Edward Weston; published a book
review and a history bibliography for Exposure Magazine, the journal of
the Society for Photographic Education; wrotea book review for Picturesoope,
and was a speaker at the annual conference of' Art Libraries Society of North
America and at the Visual Resources Society session of the College Art
Association. In addition, Ms. Stark served as a grant evaluator for the
National Endowment for the Humanities.

Lawrence Fong, Museum Registrar, was elected Treasurer of' the Arizona Museum
Association; gave a presentation on preservation and management of photographic
materials collections for the Graduate Studies Museology program in the
Department of Anthropology, and served as a juror for the second annual
American West magazine national photography contest.

Terence Pitts, Curator and Librarian, served as a consultant on cataloging
photographs to the Department of Photography at the J. Paul Getty Museum;
served as a juror for the Idaho Artists Fellowships for the Idaho Commission
on the Arts; served as a symposium panelist for the Institute of the American
West, Sun Valley, Idaho, and became a founding member of the National Committee
to Establish Standards for the Cataloging of Photographs. He also published a
selected bibliography in Edward Weston's California Landsoanes, jointly
published by the New York Graphic Society and the Center. He also was
appointed to the University of Arizona Publications Committee.

- Nancy Solomon, Publications Coordinator, was elected President of the Tucson
Association of Museums; she was Chairman of the Publicity Committeef'or
Arizona Museum Week, and served as project director of CCP video productions.
She also was co-producer of Video Art Network, a program that shows video art
and also includes interviews with artists for the Tucson community.
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Major Strengths (cont'd.)

James Enyeart published one book with New York Graphic Society and contributed
essays to an exhibition catalogue of Aaron Siskind's work for the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Milan, Italy; selected essays on Edward Weston's work
published by Peregrine Smith books; served on several university committees,
including Art Department faculty search committee, Museum of Art Gallagher
Committee, Cultura]. Enrichment Committee, and two Library committees. He also
served on the Visual Arts Panel for the Arizona Commission on the Arts and the
Grants Panel for Special Exhibitions for the National Endowment for the Arts
in Washington. He presented a lecture on Anse]. Adams at the Phoenix Art
Museum and was panel moderator for a symposium at the National Museum of
American Art in Washington, DC. He presented the first lecture of the Aaron
Siskind lecture series for the Visual Studies Workshop in Rochester, NY.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The major limitations for the Center remain an inadequate facility that splits
the Center's operations into two geographical locations (one on campus and one
off-campus) and insufficient staffing. Space and staff limitations preclude
the Center from applying for thousands of dollars In grants annually. In
addition, it has not been possible to convert grant-funded staff positions
into university-funded positions. This makes the Center dangerously dependent
on grants for important staff members. It also weakens our image in the eyes
of those granting agencies, particularly corporate foundations, who see their
grants as seed money intended to get a project underway, but with the expecta-
tion that the university will be able to then staff the Center on its own.

During December of l981, the Center reduced its exhibition space by more than
50% in order to create much needed work and storage space. Thus, we are now
operating with only one small gallery divided between two rooms, which are
also used for other purposes. This severely limits the range of exhibitions
open to us. We have had, in fact, exhibitions denied for showing at the
Center since our facility cannot meet minimum standards in the field. The
ongoing lack of a curator devoted entirely to exhibitions has meant further
reductions in the educational and public aspects of each exhibition. Staff
shortages have forced us to stop the production of major checklists and also
put us into a position of taking prepackaged rental exhibitions rather than
curating exhibitions from the Center's own collections. It is becoming more
and more difficult with the lack of staff to be able to obtain good publicity
and media coverage for our exhibitions and traveling exhibitions program. The
exhibitions program is one of the most visible in the eyes of the public and
the field itself; yet ironically it is suffering the most from our staff and
space shortages. The Center's library budget of approximately $26,000 still
remains less than our 1981-82 budget of more than $33,000. Consequently, we
are falling behind year by year in the quality of our research library.
Again, space has become an acute issue with regard to the library, with more
and more bound periodicals and some monographs being stored in the Center's
annex. With the increased demand for print viewing, overcrowding of the
library reading room is now a daily occurrence.
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FUTURE PLANS

The fundraising program to provide a new facility for the Center remains the
most important future effort for the Center. The public aspect of the cam-
paign will end in July. Shortly thereafter the university administration will
determine what funds it has available to add to the funds raised in the public
campaign to build the new building. As soon as this is known, then final
design of the building will be concluded with the architect and a ground-
breaking date will be set.

The Center will continue to attempt to raise funds from outside the university
through grants and gifts to provide temporary staff members until the
university is able to meet the current staffing crisis. Even though many of
our programs will remain reduced as a result of our limitations, we will
continue with an active publishing and, to a lesser extent, exhibition
program. Future publications call for eight books, five collection guides,
and six issues of the Center's journal, The Archive. All of these publica-
tions are currently in various stages of planning and production. As men-
tioned earlier, the Center will also be mounting a major exhibition of Edward
Weston's photographs from our collections and circulating it to major metropo-
litan museums throughout the nation . Among the thirteen museums that have
contracted to exhibit this exhibition are the San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art, the Metropolitan Museum of' Art in New York City, the National Museum of
American Art in Washington, DC, the Los Angeles County Museum, The Anion Carter
Museum in Fort Worth, and the Museum of Fine Arts in Houston. We will also
continue to catalog and computerize our collections even though, with only one
cataloger, we are falling desperately behind. Although we now must turn away
more gifts than ever before, we do expect to pursue gifts of two major
archives during the coming year.
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1. SUNMARY

The 1984-85 academic year was marked by comparative tranquility; a
stable staff and reasonably few new challenges put to us by our users
has meant that we were able to accomplish more of our projects than
is often the case. We would hope that service to our users was also
improved because of these favorable conditions.

The introduction of computers into the library's operations has been
the most dramatic event of the year. GEAC has now become a comfort-
able tool for our daily operations -- probably insufficiently appre-
ciated when it operates smoothly and desperately missed when it does
not. However, in the fall of '84, four Apple 11e computers were in-
stalled in our listening room as part of a new Music Skills Lab. We
now dispense a host of program diskettes that teach all manner of
music skills to underclassment in the School of Music. Also included
in this lab are specialized machines for the teaching of rhythm and
sight-singing. Active participation of the Music Collection staff
has been particularly effective in helping students use the machines
and select appropriate software.

In January, the fairly unexpected acquisition of a CompuStar terminal
and a 10MB disc has promised to revolutioníze the office with the
facility to do word-processing and to compile data bases. Mona Fron-
tain has received Wordstar training and I have had an introduction to
DBase II. Unimaginable impediments seem to stand in the way of our
acquiring a printer, but we have been able to make good use of the
system in spire of the effort it takes to transport diskettes over to
Main for printing. Programs have been developed to help us keep track
of our "direct" loans to National Flute Association members, to track
problems of music returned with missing parts, and to see if some sort
of automated name authority could work over here.

Gifts have continued to be an important source of new acquisitions
for the collection. This year, some 40 gifts valued at over $4,100
(total) were accepted and processed by the department. Much of the
material is likely to wind up in the book sale, but even the most
miscellaneous and popular collections have some things that we can
add to the collection -- if we can get them cataloged. The National
Flute Association and The International Trombone Association are re-
sponsible for the largest portion of the "serious" music and librar-
ian colleagues in Colorado, New Mexico contributed large stacks of
popular sheet music. We even received $235 from Alpha Chi Omega for
the purchase of a compact-disc player.

While it had been suggested that it would be a waste of money to do
anything to improve the appearance of the Music Collection, all of
the library's public areas were repainted -- for the first time in
almost ten years. Because of a mix-up with Physical Resources, all
the hard labor of moving materials and furniture away from the walls
(and back again) was done by the Collection staff, but we are all
grateful to see the vast improvement in our environment.



2. MAJOR STRENGTHS

At the expense of originality, I will repeat much of what was in last
yearTs report.

The Music Collection is blessed with a large and talented staff whose
skills -- musical, bibliographic and interpersonal -- are appreciated
by the varied audience we serve. It is a feature of branch library
work that a fair spectrum of tasks -- anything from answering techni-
cal musical questions to moving furniture -- must be performed by all,
and this staff does well in accepting the wide range of responsibili-
ties expected of them. Several of them are seeking to improve them-
selves through University coursework and nearly all are active in the
musical life of the University and community.

The large collection of scores, books and recordings is a major cul-
tural resource for the University, Tucson and the state. tise by

community, state, and out-of-state musicians accounts for almost 20%
of our total borrowing activity.

Staffing this year, more than in the one previously, has been very
stable, owing to no turnover of full-time staff and a blessedly large
supply of work-study students. Additionally, this year we were able
to fill all our student positions with musicians. Also, the National
Flute Association continued their support of two student positions and
the International Trombone Association came through with $1000 for a
student to do computer inputting.

The addition of the CompuStar in the office -- though we are still
handicapped without a printer -- is making report-writing and news-
letter editing much easier. Additionally, the production of our
lists of trombone music and flute music, an index to songs on educa-
tional recordings, and an index to band music on recordings are now
greatly facilitated.



3. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The physical plant, now repainted, still remains our most serious
problem. Ventilation and air-conditioning seem to have been im-
proved though things are still far from perfect. The limited space
in the listening room had to absorb the four Apple computers (in a
nice new carrel cluster) which meant sacrificing two listening sta-
tions. Two more listening stations with cassette players must also
double as rhythm training stations.

Laurie Eaglesori has been here as music cataloger for a year-and-a-
half, but the flow of new materials to our collection still remains
a trickle. This is as frustrating to her as to us, but there plainly
needs to be more staff support put into this if our backlog is ever
to shrink. Currently, Holly McDonald of our staff spends four hours
weekly assisting however she can with the cataloging process, but
twice this amount would not turn things around. The problems we sent
over two and three years ago still remain unresolved.



4. FUTURE PLANS

The major problems of space in all areas of the Music Collection
will undoubtedly be with us still when next year's annual report
is being drafted. However, continued effort on my part as a member
of the Planning Council's Space Planning Subcommittee will be di-
rected to seeing some plan evolve that will provide us with a new
facility. We will have to continue to make whatever small steps
can be made -- weeding, remote storage, shifting and the like --
in order to make room for the growing collection for at least the
next five years.

Some real positive steps must be made to increase the flow of ma-
terials from the cataloging backlog into the collection, though
this will only aggravate the situation alluded to above. Either
more staff support must be found in the cataloging department, or
more materials will have to be given brief-record cataloging in
the Music Collection. It might be that all sound recordings could
be cataloged over here in a manner we currently employ for sheet
music. Further negotiations with the heads of Cataloging and Tech-
nical Services must take place to resolve this problem.

The CompuStar computer is going to make it possible to provide ac-
cess to parts of the collection that have remained inaccessible.
We have long planned to produce printed indices to childrenTs songs
on educational recordings and to band music on recordings. Other
projects that need to be completed are a prínted list of trombone
music in the collection and the fourth edition of the National
Flute Association Music Library Catalog. If time is available, we
should produce a bibliography of DMA research documents that will
soon be housed in the department. Clearly, if the computer will
continue to operate, this will become an important tool in our oper-
ations.



* Not included in totals

Directional
Assistance

TOTAL

6,683
8,640

7,556
9,631

15,323 17,187 12.2%

STOCK STATISTICS

Added Withdrawn Total Holdings

Scores & Books 975 37 49,872
Sheet Music 1,219 52 27,233
Teaching Collection 0 0 4,227
Classroom Collection 145 293 1,053
Records 409 42 24,596
Tapes 165 0 1,802
Microcard/fjche 72 0 657
Pamphlets 2 0 847
Grant Hill Collection *(87) 0 (*38,329)

TOTAL 2,987 424 110,287

MUSIC COLLECTION STATISTICAL REPORT

July 1, 1984 - June 30, 1985

CIRCULATION STATISTICS

%
Building Use 1983-84 1984-85 Increase

Records/Tapes 25,745 28,573
Scores/Reserves/Reference 6,645 14,767

*(Pop music) *(2,455) (2,769)
Informal (in-house) 17,416 19,245

Home Use

Records/Tapes 4,107 8,322
Scores/Methods/Sheet Music 29,544 21,900

TOTAL CIRCULATION 83,457 92,807 11.2%

INTERLIBRARY LOAN R = Requests R F R F
F = Filled 1939 864 unavailable

(Includes requests for direct loan from members of National Flute Association)

REFERENCE SERVICE
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SUMMARY

1981/85 was a year of continuing change, growth and activity for
the Oriental Studies Collection. Mary McWhorter stepped down as
Acting Head, on April 1 and Shelley Phipps, AUL for Branch
Services, took over as Acting Head. The collections contiued to
grow at an very high rate and a special allocation was approved
for purchase of a set of' Chinese Gazateers and the Harvard Yen-
ching East Asia Library Catalogs for support of research in the
East Asia area. The new profiles for South Asian acquisitions
were reviewed and receipts and projected costs will be closely
monitored this year. Bengali and Marathi vernacular materials
have been added to this collection.

The Oriental Studies Department is under review this year and
internal and external studies were undertaken and recommendations
sent to Dean Brand. The resulting decisions, to made in July,
1985, regarding the direction and focus of the department and the
level of degrees and course offerings will have a major influence
on the future of the Oriental Sudies Collection in the Library.

In the Collection this year, several projects were completed and
still others conti1ue to progress toward completion. The Chinese
and Japanese catalogs were revised according to the revised
filing rules drafted by Gene Hsiao; Japanese periodicals
continued to be reclassified to the L.C. classification by the
Serials Department; Missing-Withdrawal procedures were drafted
with the Head of Loan and a shelf-reading project organized; the
Chinese/Japanese backlogs were moved to the SEL and organized for
quick retrieval; the new ME/SA cataloger in the Catalog De-
partment was welcomed and we look forward to reducing the Arabic
and Persian backlogs, and lastly the first issue off the Oriental
Studies Collection Newsletter was published and distributed to
appropriate faculty to keep them Informed of additions to the
collection and activities of the staff.

The two career staff specialists in the Collection, Margaret
Hoell and Shizuko Radbill, finally received their position
reclassification pay raises on January 1 providing a much
deserved remuneration for their very dedicated service to the
Collection. Gene Hsiao and Mary McWhorter continued their
professional activities by attending the 37th Annual Meeting of
the Association for Asian Studies, John Llu visited public and
academic libraries in Shanghai, China, and Maragaret Hoell
attended the conference of the Middle East Librarians
Assoociation and the Annual Meeting of the Middle East Studies
Association Also, Gene Hsiao was invited by OCLC to confer and
advise on the development of CJK cataloging capabilities on OCLC
and Margaret Hoell gave a paper on s'The Image of Turkey in the U.
S." at a one-day conference at the Near East Center on campus.



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The professional and staff specialists in the Collection continue
to be dedicated to the highest level of support for the programs
within the Oriental Studies Department and throughout the
University. Their combined excellent bibiliographic knowledge
and dedication to service provides very strong support for
students and faculty utilizing the collections. The relocation
Gene Hsiao to the Collection has improved communication in the
department and has made for a more cohesive unit of specialists
supporting teaching and research in the various areas covered by
the collection.

The close contact with and support of the faculty in the OSD also
helps immeasurably with the direction of collection development.

CHINESES STUDIES

The major event of the year was the purchase of a set of the
Chinese Local Gazatteers, ist series, 723 titles, in 1212
volumes. This set will prove to be important to research in all
areas of Chinese Studies and its purchase has been considered a
priority by the faculty for several years now.The Chinese catalog
was revised and filing rules implemented that make the catalog
compatible with other catalogs in the Library; and the cataloging
backlog was shifted to the Science-Engineering Library making it
more accessible.

MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES

The Arabic Collection remains the largest and most comprehensive
of the several language groups in these two areas. The addition
this year of a Middle East and South Asian cataloger is most
welcome and the collection continues to ably serve the needs of
faculty and visiting scholars. The steady addition to South Asian
literature has made that area the most rapid-growing this year,
although Persian is also now increasing, after a stagnant period,
owing to new availability from PL_18O and domestic vendors. No-
table is the recent acquisiton of the works of 'Ali Shari'ati. A
gift of 65 volumes of Arabio and Persian history and law was
received from the Ayatollah Marashi Library of Quin, Iran.

JAPANESE STUDIES

Many new and excellent reference tools were added to the
collection this year. These include:
Helbonsha's Encyclopedia and fl Encjclopedja of Jaan(First

English language encyclopedia of Japan)
Shogakkan's Encyclopedia Nipponica .20001
The Harvard-Yenching East Asia Library Catalogs
Jimbutsu Bunken Mokuroku (Annual Bioraphjca]. Index)
Geridai Niho Shiopitsusha Dailiten (Modern Japanese Authors)

Naomi Fukuda's Â Guide to Survey Histories, Part period
Nihon Shi Soran (A comprehensive survey of Japanes history)

The OSC has also received very good support from other library
departments this past year.



FUTURE PLANS

We await the results of the review of the Oriental Studies
Department in order to determine the future development of
collections in the Oriental Studies Collection. When program
direction is known we will attempt to revise our policies
accordingly.

Several projects are on next year's agenda:

A shelf-reading of all the collections has begun, and a cleanup
of catalogs and Geac will be accomplished as a by-product of this
project.

Budget allocation for support of Chinese Studies and Japanaese
Studies has been reorganized and the monitoring of the new
subject-support accounts will be very important. Communication
among the selectors in these areas will be crucial. By arranging
the funds this way we should be able better to determine the
amount of support of the different programs offered by the OSD
and be able to adjust that support according to changing program
demands.

Several projects that will alleviate space problems for the short
term will be undertaken. Mary MoWhorter will be surveying other
Oriental Studies Libraries to get some ideas on arrangement of
similar collections in other universities.

The shift in method and scope of South Asian acquisitions during
the coming year will require careful monitoring to determine
whether the new scope conforms to the needs of the South Asian
curriculum. A close correlation between the processing
activities of Acquisitions and South Asian public services, and
the South Asian faculty, should be helpful in the evaluation.

The Chinese catalog will have to be expanded this year, and we
will consider a proposal to combine the Chinese and Japanese
catlaogs since they are divided by language and not subject.



M1tJOR LIMITATIONS

The Oriental Studies Collection continues to function with only
an Acting Head and she has has many other duties and
responsibilities. Good communication with the librarians and
staff and with the faculty in the OSD is difficult to achieve
under the circumstances.

Space continues to be a problem. Office space for the ME/SA
staff member is entirely inadequate, and shelving in that
collection has almost reached capacity. Space for display of
Japanese periodicals is becoming a problem. The Chinese
collection was shifted at the beginning of this year and will
need more room in a year or two. Major decisions regarding
storing of the collection will need to be made this year.



Combined

Mid-East!
South Asia

1,502

ORIENTAL STUDIES COLLECTION

Statistics for 1984-1985

HOLDINGS

From the Catalog Deptartment---New titles for Branch Collections:

Collection Titles Volumes Total Holdings June 30, 1985 (vols.)

Chinese 721 999 *90,953 (Chinese count)
*70,276 (American count)

Japanese 446 726 29,525

Combined
East Asia 1,167 1,725 120,478 (Chinese count)

99,801 (American count)

Arabic 385 451 19,247

Hindi 508 543 5,097

Urdu 373 377 5,699

Panjabi 100 101 888

Persian 51 101 1,277

Turkish 26 32 774

Other 59 69 243

1,674 33,225

Total OSO Holdings (in volumes):

Chinese 90,953 (Chinese count) 70,276 (American count)

Japanese 29,525 29,525

East Asia 120,478 99,801

ME/SA 33,225 33,225

GRAND TOTAL: 157,703 133,026

* Chinese count: counting each fascicle contained in a Chinese binding case as i vol.
American count: counting each Chinese case as i vol.

[Note 1.] In the original hand-count of all collections conducted by Riaz Ahmad in
1978 the Chinese Collection was counted in two ways described above. Averaging four
years (1980-1983) it was determined that the difference was 20,677 volumes.
[Note 2.] Dr. Gimello feels that E. Asian Collections generally count Chinese style.
It is argued that since the no. of fascicles to a case is arbitrary, the count can vary.



Oriental Studies Collection Statistics for 1984-1985

BINDERY STATÍSTICS--No. of vols received as of 6-30-85

Chinese 201

Japanese 273

NE/SA 150

624

REFER STKFISTICS--October 1984 - June 1985 (9 riDs.)

Reference Questions Directional Science Dewey Total 5+ min Ref.
(Directional)

1,845 527 50 2,422 445

BUDGEI' AllOCATIONS

Acquisitions: Chinese $ 7,000.

Japanese 15,340.

NE/Persia 16,610. (includes PL-480 materials)

S. Asia 1,300.

$30,250.

Student Wages: $9,250.

Supplies: $500.

2
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SEL has experienced a year of significant growth of collections, staff
changes, introduction of new approaches to user services, continued staff
develornt, and a happy accorrodation to the building renovations done last
year.

A major development in Reference was the addition of Jack Mount and Leslie
Douglass with their high level of subject expertise. Lesliets fine service to
both Cataloging and Science Reference has denonstrated that a split position
can work out well. The introduction of end-user searching on CAS ONLINE
really heralded a new era of information access at the UA. Despite early
concerns that the system would be too difficult for end-users to master
sufficiently well, nDst users have loved it and worked hard to learn online
searching skills. The inpact of this has been to greatly increase the level
of access to online searching.

The Catalog Maintenance Office staff have continued to work hard keeping up
the SEL catalogs including processing 34% irore Ironographic titles and 44% rrore
microfiche. This is particularly notable given the fact that all filing in
the autl-xr/title catalog is done by students, many of wirn are on work study.
Current Periodicals and Microforms staff have done an outstanding job of
processing an increased number of both periodicals and microforins while
keeping materials reshelved and ref iled promptly. Significant addition to the
CPMR collection include the standards and milspecs plus standing orders for
materials from AThA and A1E.

Carol Scalzo has continued her conscientious and good-natured support of all
SEL staff and deserves special corrnendation for maximizing comnrrunication while
Shelley was Acting Head of SEL.

The completion of the OMS-Library Instruction project in January provides our
Library as well as other libraries with a very useful model and body of
information for subject information. However, a greater corrrnittment of this
sort in Library Instruction will require nore staff suprt or a restructuring
of soma of our present services.

Finally, the pronotion of Shelley Phipps to AOL for Branches has, of course,
left SEL without a permanent head. Certainly everyone appreciates the
outstanding job she did in SEL and wish her the best in her new position.



ic irs
People are the major strength of the Science-Engineeering Library. Their
deironstrated knowledge, hard sork and dedication to quality piblic service are
evident to both patrons and other library staff. Two new librarians were
welcome additions to the reference staff bringing highly useful skills: Jack
Mount with a strong background on life and earth sciences; Leslie Douglass
(1/2-time) with a strong background in the life sciences, chemistry andpatents. The funding of the remaining staff reclassification requests has
bolstered norale by formally recognizing the complex and specialized tasks
they perform. In addition, SEL staff at all levels make a significant
contribution to Library-wide activities including 3 search corrmittees, Staff
Development, Library Instruction, Affirmative Action, and Collection
Development. All librarians serve on one or more University, state or
national comnittees.

Very positive conlrunicatioa links with the Technical Services departments have
contributed to enhanced understanding, cooperation, and productivity. Of
particular note is the sharing which comes about because of Leslie Douglass'
split position and the interaction with the Catalog Assistance Desk staff. We
are very appreciative of the fine job done by the Technical Services staff at
the Catalog Assistance Desk and participation of Lisa Stevens in our staff
meetings.

In the area of Online Searching, the introduction of CAS Online for end-user
access has been.anoverwhelmingsuccess. Preliminary results show that it
promises to increase access to online information by over 200 per cent. This
is clearly a major innovation in the provision of information to science
faculty and students. Library instruction has had a very productive year,
alrrost doubling the nuxrber of instruction sessions from the previous year. In
addition, the completion of the OMS funded Library Instruction project has
provided a useful nodel and body of information on which to build a stronger
program - if staff support is forthcoming. The Pathfinders Guide series now
has 14 titles and has proven very popular.

Industry Standards and Nilspecs were a much heralded addition to the
collection. The ability to provide up-to-date and relatively corrrehensive
standards information has proven to be useful to a broad range of faculty and
sthdents. Additional support for engineering includes the addition of papers
from the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics.

With regard to Facilities and equipment we welcome the inininent arrival of the
long-awaited, rruch-needed sign system. The renovation of main floor of SEL
is to be one of the irost useful projects ever undertaken for patrons and staffalike. The addition of an IBM PC/XT in the Library Office has provided us
with greatly enhanced office automation capabilities and, with the existing C
in the CPRS room, has enabled us to train alnost everyone, at least minimally,
in rd processing.



Wa3c LIMITATI

The promotion of Shelley Phipps to AOL for Branch Services bas meant that SEL
has been without a full-time Head for much of the year. The unsuccessful
atteirpt to find a new Head means a continuation of the situation for several
months. The appointment of a full-time Acting Head with the support of a
well-trained staff bas minimized any negative effects.

Adeguate staffing continues to be a problem within SEL. Having only 6.5
Librarians and i Library Assistant to serve over 40 per cent of the UA Faculty
and students places major constraints on what can be done. For example, it
will be very difficult to expand the Library Instruction program, even with
the model program developed last year, without additional staff support.
Three factors beyond our control corrund this problem. First is the rate of
growth (and change) in scientific information; approximately 6000 new papers
are published each day, doubling the amount of information in less than 5
years. Keeping abreast of what's happending, even marginally, is a majortask. Secondly, and in part because of the first condition, the nature of
reference librarianship is quickly becoming more consultative. More and more
patrons are asking about the nature of information and options regarding
retrieval and storage, especially automated options. This takes more time and
more personal skills. Thirdly, there is a corresponding need to spend more
time on staff developient and corrmmication. Learning about and then learning
to take advantage of computer technology, for example, is a significant
chal lenge given the other tasks expected of the staff.

Building and, in particular, coirxiter security is a clear concern. The loss
last year of IBM PC's plus the recent theft of a GEAC terminal have made
everyone feel more vulnerable. Some combination of mechanical security
devices as well as other measures seem in order.



IIJTLJRE PL1

Hiring a new Head of SEL is certainly an important goal and part of the larger
goal of maintaining and improving a supportive and constructive work
environrínt.

Catalog Maintenance will attempt to keep up with the developments in the
Catalog Department as well as with the maintenance of the old arid new
catalogs. The steady growth of both periodical and microform titles will keep
the CM4R staff busy processing new titles, reshelving, and ref iling.

Taking advantage of automation will be a major challenge for airrost all staff.
Increased proficiency in word processing by all staff preparing written
documents will make preparation, storage, sharing and revising much more
efficient. We look forward to examining how dBase can be used to improve the
myriad statistical record keeping being done.

We hope to extend end-user searching with the BRS Afterdark system to include
access to subjects other than Chemistry and, hopefully, with a irore simplified
search system to include the undergraduate. We look forward to seeing the
findings of recommendations of the Computer Taskforce of the Colleòtion
Development Corruidttee regarding the the provision of information in machine-
readable format. There is a trèmendous amount of information now being
distributed on diskette that is, or in the future will be, unavailable in
paper format. This is especially true of government data files so critical to
the services.



A. aXLEL'TI SIZE

YS/SERn
)(JND VOLUMES

<VOLIJNES WJ.THDR4WN)

1984/85 STATISI'ICS
9CIEE-EXINEERING LIBRARY

COI ECTI S'ThTIS'r.LCS

83/84

360,5801
<138>

ALDO)
84/85

21,865

TLY1L
84/85

382,445 6

(Note: Serial unbound adds (but not periodical adds) are included in these
figures. For 84/85, serial unbound adds totalled 2,740 voluires.)

'After wit1rawa1s and transfers.

2Withdrawals included Cliniatography of the States, Climatic Suimunaxy, Vital
Statistics, Daily River Stages - all transferred to Main Docs. and witrawal
of duplicates.

3Titles transferred to stacks.

MIBPS 1,028,736 100,854 1,129,590 10
MIcRAPDS 86,000 0 86,000 o
MICRDFILI4 6,062 242 6,304 4
MIFICHE (CMIR) 936,674 100,612 1,037,286 11

[CWED1 1 61,894] 29,050 90,944 47
(DOE] [508,022] 33,618 541,640 7
[NTIS] [240,636] 29,155 269,791 12
[NACAI 14,500] 0 14,500 O

[NASA] 97,1141 4,390 101,504 5
[GPO] 1 14,508] 2,284 16,792 16
[GPO Sci Ref] 1,831] 2,115 3,946 116

DXENTS 24,751 615 25,366 2
DCtJMENTS WiTHDRAWN> <821>2

P»1IET FILE 1,718 62 1,780 4

'JXXI!AL I 1,414,785 123,396 1,538,181 9
<ITE1S WITHDRAWN 82/83> <959>

1L TITLES IN RT

(&NxRAPHs/SERIALs 154,255 7,467 161,722 5
<TITLES WITHDRAWN> <54>

PEPI)ICAL TITLES
INCR 4,185 189 4,284 2

<TITLES WITHDRAWN>3 <46>



1984/85 STISTiCS
SCIE CE-EX3INEEIRI LIBRARY
COLLDCTI SATISPICS (p.2)

GFWfliL

Co11ection growth statistics indicate the amount of processing done by
staff and the % change should indicate increasing or decreasing rate of
cience acquisitions.
Includes unbound adds.

B. LLEXTI

cRAI/SERIAr

83/84 84/85

VOLZJNES ?JLDED 17,008 21,865 29

MIFS AtOm 85,302 100,854 18
MICIOCARDS O O O

MIR'IU'I 215 242 13
MICPOFICHE (CPNR) 85,087 100,612 18

[CTALmED] t 13,9691 29,050 108
[DOE] 1 30,0931 33,618 -12
[IrI'Is] 1 34,3751 29,155 -15
[cPJ O O O
[.sM 1 4,220] 4,390 4
[GPO] [ 2,4301 4,399 81

DOt1EtTS A1L 1,141 615 -46

PAMEEE FUE 0 62 62

¶Lt71JL ris NXThD 103,451 123,396 19

¶IOiL WIRAWALS <959> 0

NT GIW (I14S AtD) 102,492 123,396 20



(CCWI'INUED QN NEXT PAGE)

A.

1984/85 STATISTICS
SCIE CE-ENGINEERING

REFEREÑCFJINSITRUCTION

REFERE SE17I

LIBRARY
SERVICES

83/84 84/85

R'EREE AÁTIS 38,940 39,648 2
REFERENCE ÑX)M1 29,077 27,842 - 4
LIBRARY SKTTI.S 749 1,162 55
CURRENT PERIICALS &

MICIJFORMS IxJM 9,114 9,418 3

CATALOG ASSISE DESK 1,225 -
DIRECIL LACTIS 12,195 12,232 0

REFERE2E )M 7,976 7,676 - 4
LIBRARY SKTLrS 609 153 -75
CURRENT PERICDICALS &
MICIFORMS FXM 3,610 3,682 2

CATALOG ASSTS. DESK 721

REREE ( Y1L TPCTIC3
(REF/DIR, LSP & CAD) 38,411 -. 39,889 4

ci '171L T1ACfl (R/DIR) 12,724 13,100 3

SEL AL TRAN&CTI 51,1352 52,989 4

B. irria-?1SSIS'rED R'EREE
SERVIGE

RELTSPETIVE SEAECHES BY
LIBRARIANS 468 462 - 1

READY REFERENCE SEAHES 538 395 -27
CAS ONLINE SEAIHES BY USERS - 986 -

sr 'IXJrAL sFjIcry.j 1,006 1,843 83

C. UE-REET flLJCTIc

CJRSES 13 16 23
SESSIONS 45 62 38
STWFRTS rinc 768 1,294 68

D. JiER UNIVERSITY-RT
LIA1 fl'] XTI (Includes
presentations to Faculty)

SESSIS 18 27 50
190 516 171



'SEL staff only (does not include LSP staff assigned to SEL).

2During 83/84 the Reference Room and CPMR underwent renovation from Dec-Mar.

limited instructional activities pending review of saire in relation to
OMS grant.

E. ENnaar1 LN RFAXJI 83/84 84/85IS
D UL 876 1,032 18



1984/85 S'TATISrICS
SIEÌE-ENGINEERING LIBRARY

USE SrATIriCS

A. MIFS (cnR) 83/84 84/85 %(1E

'During Dec-Mar 83/84, SEL was undergoing major renovation in the Current
riodicals & Microforms Room and the Reference Room.

DUring 83/84 this figure included any circulation outside room including that
to photocopy on first floor; with Photocopy now adjacent to CPRM this represents
just circulation outside the room.
Reshe1ving for CPMR and Reference is based on sanpie day counts. Goy. Docs.
reshelving is based on a weekly count.

(IN-Itx?4 IJ cflXLTIfl

MICIOFII21 3,504 2,211 -37
icxns o lo -
MICFICHE 2,879 4,155 44

[AEX/ERDA/DOE) [1,269] 1,233 - 2
[NAsM 1 552] 1,083 96
[NTIS] 1 770] 1,193 55
IC/rHER: CATALOGED & GPO) [ 2821 646 129

t7AL MIP N-X4 USE
AtD CIEXJITI 6,383- 6,378 0

B. JRR1NT PERIIAW (R)

cnurria2 3,488 1,267 -64
RESHELVING (IN-IcM USE)3 not avail. 98,056

¶JXJ1!AL PERICDICLS USE 99,323

C. RERIZE JJIE

RES T VI1YX3 35,3741 43,501 23

D. DO1ETS

RESHELNING 844 933 11
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I. SUMMARY

Fieldwork: Fieldwork this year has been concentrated in three subject
areas: Cowboy song, poetry and crafts; Mexican traditional song and
ballads; Arts and traditions associated with Death in Ambos Nogales. A
field worker, Warren Miller of Prescott, was hired with Discretionary
Funds monies for an investigation of cowboy song and poetry in Central
Arizona. Considerable valuable material has been added to the Archive as a
result of our fieldwork.

Archive: The results of the current year's fieldwork are almost all
accessioned, as are the tapes for the 19814 Tucson Meet Yourself. Thanks to
the efforts of volunteer Birgit Hans the important Barker Collection is
nearly catalogued. Important acquisitions during the year include an open
Cowboy Poetry Collection and the Acosta Collection of Hispanic materials.

Programs: The Center organized the 19814 edition of Tucson Meet Yourself,
a concert of traditional Arizona cowboy song, and the second annual Papago
Old Time Fiddle Contest. It also cosponsored and assisted with a concert of
Irish music, the Southern Arizona Pipers' College, and a showing of a film
on New Mexico Hispanic Music. The Center cosponsored and participated in
the Cowboy Poetry Gathering held in Elko, Nevada, with resulting nationwide
publicity. Griffith wrote and recorded twenty-five segments of "Borderland
Heritage," a weekly radio series scheduled to start over KUAT in August,
and began the weekly "Southern Arizona Traditions" over KTJAT-TV in April.
We have also published three editions of our Newsletter.

Consultation: Griffith provided advice and information to the National
Park Service for Tumacacori Fiesta, the Coronado Pageant and Fort Bowie
Days; to the Arizona Historical Society for the San Agustin Fiesta; to SIJAB
for International Week; and to the Tucson Festival Society for the San
Xavier Fiesta. He has answered a steady stream of questions on various
aspects of Arizona folklore, from on and off campus. He has lectured in
the Geography, English, and Spanish and Portuguese Departments, and
presented an off campus lecture on an average of once every one and a half
weeks.

General Directjo: We have followed our stated intention of concentrating
more on those communities which are unique to this region. This has been
successful, and will continue as an emphasis in the foreseeable future.



MAJOR STRENGTHS:

The greatest strength of the Southwest Folklore Center is what it always
has been: the extraordinary dedication of the ludicrously small paid and
volunteer staff. Once again, we have expanded what we have thought of as
our capacity; once again, I honestly do not see how we can accomplish any
more than we have done. I must make special comment concerning the work of
Grace Boyne, our administrative assistant. This is her first year with the
Center; she has contributed immensely to the quality of life in the office
as well as to the quality and quantity of our accomplisments.

I am particularly pleased with our newly strengthened relationship with
KUAT radio and KTJAT-TV. Both the projected radio program and the existing
TV series are projects that I have long wished to do; I am overjoyed that
they are both coming to reality.

The Center recently received a computer from the Science Library. When our
printer arrives, we will be able to work more efficiently with our archival
materials.

Mention should also be given to the Center's appearance in several major
national journals in connection with the pioneering Cowboy Poetry
Gathering in Elko, Nevada. This has resulted in a flurry of inquiries
concerning this traditional art form.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Our major limitation is what it has always been: lack of paid staff. We
hope for additional student funds for next year; this will provide a small
start in the necessary direction. We simply cannot realize the potential
of the Arizona Folklore Archive as a research and information tool for the
campus and general communities until it is placed under the supervision of
a full-time, trained archivist. (I understand that there is some slight
possibility of assistance in this matter, should the Southwest Center
Decision Package be approved.)



FUTURE PLANS

Formal commitments for the Center include the 1985 edition of Tucson Meet
Yourself and the opening of the Nogales exhibition on the traditional art
associated with Death in that community. Both are scheduled to take place
in October. We also plan to continue with both KUAT series for as long as
the projects prove mutually agreeable to the Center and to KUAT. We intend
to keep our field emphasis on regional cultures, while not neglecting any
other collecting opportunities that may present themselves. While I have
no new projects planned for the coming year, experience indicates that
these will come along at the right time. (A certain flexibility is
essential to the Center's operation; it should be noted that both KIJAT
projects came along after July, 19814.)
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Summary

On March 12, 1985 the University of Arizona marked the beginning of
its Centennial year. Throughout the year preceeding this date, the staff
of Special Collection shared its expertise (especially Phyllis Ball) in
assisting those writing department histories and news stories, in processing
requests for photographs (Lynn D'Antonio; over 600) and in providing
general reference assistance (Mary ONeil, John McKay, David Robrock).
The Friends of the Library presented the Library with ten new exhibit
cases and an exhibit of Friends' supported purchases was mounted (Hieb).
A major Centennial exhibit--Getting Started on Forty Acres" (Ball)--
was viewed throughout the spring in the Special Collections lobby cases.
Words of appreciation to the Special Collections staff are to be found in
virtually every Centennial publication and exhibit.

The processing of the Papers of the Franciscan Fathers of St. Michaels,
Arizona was completed during the year (Ball). Photographs (Ball, D'Antonio),
pamphlets (Ball, Robrock) and other ephemeral materials continued to be
added to the research collections. The state and local documents collection
was enhanced both by a systematic gathering of materials and by new or
revised means of access: Tucson and Pima County Documents, Arizona Documents
in the University of Arizona Library, and several issues of New Arizona
Documents in Special Collections McKay). Other exhibits were developed
during the year: "Early Work on Electricity: From Gilbert to Faraday"
(McKay), "Weird Tales & Astounding Stories" (Robrock) and "It Takes All
Kinds..." (Hieb). John McKay's A Guide to Germanic Reference Grammars--
'the most significant work of scholarship producedby a University of
Arizona librarian in the past year' was also published during the year
under review. Ball, Robrock and Hieb also worked on publications and
Robrock contributed to the Arizona Index. Ball, Hieb, McKay and Robrock
served on over a total of a dozen Library, Uniyersity and professional
committees. Special Collections staff were active participants in the
Arizona Historical Convention (Hieb, Robrock), Arizona Paper and Photograph
Conservation Group (Hieb) and the Coordinating Committee for History in
Arizona (Robrock) and Hieb gave lectures throughout the year to campus
and community groups.

During the year the Hubbell Trading Post Papers were microfiched
for the National Park Service. A major effort was undertaken to build
the Southwestern fiction holdings in Special Collections (Robrock, Hieb).
The PZ2001 collection was closed and through the efforts of the
Catalog Department (Waite, Mills, Marshall) various procedures were
developed to improve the quantity and efficiency of cataloging Special
Collections materials. All manuscript inventories were submitted for
inclusion in the Chadwyck-Healy sponsored national publication of finding
aids (Robrock). Significant gaps in various serials holdings--most
notably in Native American newspapers were filled through the persistence
of our newest staff member, Jean Adamson.

The 1984/85 fiscal year was notable for the significant increase
in gifts, gifts from the Friends of the University of Arizona Library and
the acquisition of important works for the Arizona and Southwestern
Collections. The library of C. Bowie Millican, the Spenser scholar,
included many early and scholarly editions. The Special Collections
Rare Book Fund was used to add to the Black Sparrow Archives, the
Restoration Drama collection and our holdings of fine press materials.



Major Strengths.

Special Collections has three major strengths--collecjons, staff
and an active concern for conservation--which contributes to a fourth--
service.

Major additions were made to the collections in Special Collections
during the 1984/85 fiscal year. Nevertheless, continuing budgetary
constraints reduced rare book purchases to a few items and limited
acquisition of retrospective materials for the Southwestern collections
during the spring. On the whole, the year was an exciting one with
the purchase of the Edward D. Tuttle Colorado River correspondence of
the 1860s the most notable acquisition. The overall use of funds saw
a distribution of approximately 40% (books and other printed materials),
40% (manuscript materials) and 20% (photographs). Significant additions
were made to our holdings of early Arizona photographs (native peoples,
mining camps, towns). Elaine Livermore made selections for our growing
collections in the book arts. However, the most notable add'tion for
the year was the Philip Smith binding of James Joycets Ulysses--the
3,000,000th book added to the University Libraries collections.

A number of staff accomplishments have been noted in the Summary.
Through either directional or reference assistance Mary O'Neil provided
nearly 50% of the department's direct contact with students, staff,
faculty and visitors. She has been a consistent credit to the Library
in providing polite, knowledgable and efficient service. Lynn D'Antonio
has directed students in shelving, a shift of all non-Oversize book
collections (which included closing up the Arizona and PZ2001 collections)
and special projects (e.g., sorting and identifying photographs), updated
several guides, maintained the card catalog in excellent order, processed
the Merle Armitage manuscript collection, etc. David Robrock answered
nearly 100 reference letters during the year, provided excellent reference
service during peak use times, did the precatalog processing of all
new acquisitions, provided card sets for several previously processed
manuscript collections, etc. In spite of illness, Phyllis Ball completed
processing the 500th manuscript collection in the Arizona manuscript
collections, processed pamphlets and photographs, provided reference
assistance for Centennial historals and maintained her status as
"University Archivist". Stephanie Aziza and Rosemarie Haberle both
served as LAIs (serials) during part of the year before Jean Adamaon
made the most problematic position unproblematic. Jean's persistence
and thoroughness compliments John McKay's with serial documents. Louis
Hieb has directed collection development, space planning; worked with
dealers and donors and spent extensive amounts of time on library
administrative collections.



Major Limitations.

Although the 1984/85 fiscal year was a comparatively quiet year
unmarked by major staff turnover or policy changes, a number of concerns
may be listed.

Space. Although the department continues to have adequate
staff/processing space and patron use space, the storage of collections
is nearing capacity. Indeed, nearly 200 boxes of unprocessed manuscript
materials are not on shelving and the book stacks are 80-1O0. Since
over half of-the book materials are selected by the Acquisitions Department,
it is difficult to predict patterns of growth. The book stacks have
reached a level of fullness that makes adjustment difficult and time-
consuming. Optimistically there are three years of growth remaining in
the book stacks.

Unprocessed manuscript collections. A number of factors
(half-time staff, increased volume of additions, pressure from researchers,
processing strategies) are contributing to an increasingly large backlog
of unprocessed manuscript collections, some with significant research
potential. Ball, DsAntonio, McKay and Robrock have all contributed to
manuscript processing during the year and Phyllis Ball has made effective
use of students in initial sorting and repacking for storage. A
decision package requesting additional staff has been submitted for
consideration by the University Administration.

Photographic collections. Two approaches are being implemented
to deal with the problem of conseYvation (photocopy; sleeving). However,
problems relating to access continue. First, photographic reproduction--
while generally of high quality--is not being provided in a timely
fashion. Second, while subject access has been greatly enhanced by guides
developed by D'Antonio, we lack any effective means to gain access to
early photographs by photographer.



Future Plans.

Collection Development. Special Collections will continue to define
its areas of interest and plan for their development in response to the
research interests of the University and the State of Arizona. A Collection
Development Policy, issued in 1982, has proven to be a helpful, general
guide. The acquisition of state and local documents is now under control.
A systematic review of our holdings against selected major research
bibliographies and the development of a desiderata file needs to be
undertaken.

Accessibility. Special Collections will continue to develop tools
(special files, inventories) to increase points of access to materials
already located here. At the same time, all new materials added to our
collections on OCLC will also be included in the GEAC data base. Beyond
this, consideration is being given to the use of a microcomputer in
developing and updating guides to the collections and in facilitating
the development of inventories to manuscript collections.

Conservation. The University of Arizona Library has the only adequate
temperature/humidity/lighting controlled stack area in any major educational
or research facility in the state. Special Collections staff will
continue to identify books which require repairor restoration and have
the necessary work accomplished. Reversable conservation techniques will
be used on maps and photographs. Several major microfilming projects are
under consideration to reduce the bulk and deteriorating condition of
large but low research potetitial manuscript collections (including segments
of unprocessed collections).

Promotion. The staff of Special Collections will continue to
promote the knowledge and use of Special Collections through lectures,
exhibits, publications and communication with the faculty and larger
comunity. The University Centennial year has afforded a unique
opportunity to work with the faculty and staff to promote the use of
our materials. The 1984/1985 fiscal year has been a very rewarding one
for Special Collections in its relationship with the Friends of the
University of Arizona Library and we plan to expand and enhance this
relationship in the year to come.



APPENDIX

*1983/84 figure based on 3-month sample; 1984/85 figure based on 2-month sample

STATISTICAL SUPPLEMENT TO THE ANNUAL REPORT OF
FOR THE 1984-85 YEAR

THE HEAD DOCUMENTS LIBRARIAN

Public Services 1983/84 1984/85

Reference questions 15,907 16,585
Directional questions 3,973 4,981
Library Skills Program reference questions 2,054 1,869
Library Skills Program directional questions 1,242 912

Total questions 23,176 24,347

Circula tion 7,038 7,541

Library use of printed items* 22,921 35,898

Library use of microforrus 13,857 19,476

Technical Services

Printed items received:

Depository 24,261 24,026
Non-depository 5 , 7_24 6,455

Total 29,985 30,481

Printed items withdrawn 7,688 19,293
Printed items routed to other locations 3,113 7,586

Total estimated printed documents 864,177 867,779

Microforms received:

Depository microfiche 28,082 28,994
Non-depository microfiche 32,063 29,542
Microfilm (reels) 51 21

Microfiche withdrawn 1,294 2,001
Microfiche routed to other locations 1,898 4,372

Total estimated micrcforms:

Microfiche 804,745 856,908
Microfilm (reels) 6,521 6,542

Volumes bound 1,176 2,205

Document records added to Ceac N/A 4,855
Total document records in Geac N/A 22,723
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I. SUMMARY

Staff and Organization. 1984-85 was marked by an unusually large number of
staff changes for this department. The humanities position vacated by
John McKay and filled temporarily by Carol Lingham-Moore, was finally filled
in August by Lori Barth. Judy Nixon, a business specialist, accepted a position
at Purdue, and Elissa Cochran served in that job from September through February
while a search for a permanent replacement was conducted. This search was
successfully concluded in April when Alice Littlejohn began work. Charles
Gilreath began work as new head of the department on October 1, bringing
to conclusion a ten-month search. Ruth Dickstein, who so ably gave the
department stability and direction as Acting Department Head, resumed her
position as Assistant Department Head.

The Assistant Department Head position was expanded this year to include
training and supervision of librarians in the department with less than two
years professional experience. The CARS Coordinator position was eliminated
this year as a library-wide responsibility, and individual departments assumed
coordination duties for their own online activities. Craig Hawbaker continued
this function for CRD until January, when Maria Hoopes agreed to take on those
duties. January also saw the addition of the Current Periodicals, Newspapers,
and Microforms Room to Central Reference as Chuck Peters moved from Serials to
become head of that operation.

Facilities. A much needed replacement of carpet in the reference desk area was
completed in January. In preparation for construction of an office for online
searching in the department, a major reorganization of index tables and book-
stacks was undertaken during December and January. This shifting, along with
an associated weeding of the collection in the Z's, has given the dèpartment some
much needed growth room. Construction of the new office A212 began in mid-May;
its completion will be heartily applauded by CARS searchers in the department,
who for years have been trekking up two floors to conduct online searches.

Reference Desk. Staffing at the reference desk this year was typically 211
hours per week. The number of questions handled by the staff continued to
rise mosdestly to . This number must be considered to be a conservative
estimate of the number of questions answered since the method of collecting
statistics was changed during the year from a one hundred day sample to a daily
count. Appendix A details departmental statistics.

In the fall a cordless telephone set was installed at the reference desk
to enable staff to answer phone questions more expeditiously. It has been
a useful addition. Because telephone questions continue to be a source of
concern for the staff, CRD staff undertook a small study of telephone inquiries
with the help of a student from the Graduate Library School. While no solutions
were expected from that study, it has provided some useful data for further
consideration.

Indexing. Volumes of the Arizona Daily Star Index for 1983, 1973, and 1974 were
published and offered for sale. Bonnie Hintzman made substantial progress in the
indexing for 1984. Bruce Parsil continued his editing of the 1972 Star Index



along with his indexing of material for the Arizona Index. Two shipments of
360 cards each were sent to the seventeen subscribers of the Arizona Index
during the year.

Online Searching. Retrospective searching continues an important aspect of CRO
service, with searches being completed during the year. Ready reference use
on online systems continues to expand rapidly; this year searches were con-
ducted at an average cost of $

. Online systems are becoming a increasingly
valuable resource for the reference staff, not only because of the increased
accessibility to information which they provide, but also because of the growing
number of files which exist in no other form.

Orientation/Instruction. CRO staff presented instructional sessions this
year, a % increase over 1983-4. In support of library instructional sessions

bibliographies and guides were prepared and were revised.



II. STRENGTHS

The size and depth of both the 40,000 volume reference collection and
the library's general collections, now just over 3,000,000 volumes, must
not be overlooked in any assessment of strengths for the Central Reference
Department. While the library has not been without limits in its ability
to purchase materials, it has been able over the past decade or so to expand
its acquisitions to the point that staff are able to respond quickly
to most information needs of our users. In reference work, of course, the
most important elements are the human resources, and in that regard the
Central Reference Department is especially well endowed. Not only do CRD
staff provide a high level of reference service, but they also continue
to be actively involved in library and university-wide programs and committees.
Their service in state and national organizations is also noteworthy. This
year CRD staff were members of 21 library committees, chairing 4 of them;
they were also members of 12 university committees and chaired 3 of these
groups. Their outside activities range from committee memberships in national
organizations to elected offices in state groups.

Lori Barth, a new humanities specialist, has received both BRS and DIALOG
training in addition to a full regimen of departmental training. She has
begun recently to become involved in some library committees as well, serving
on the LSA Special Programs Committee and starting in May as an intern to the
Collection Development Committee.

Paul Barton chairs the Library Faculty Assembly and was a member of the LFA
Salary Study Committee. He has also served on the, University Art Advisory
Committee and ahs been selected to serve on the newly formed Collection Development
Committee.

Sara Brownrniller continues as chairman of the CARS Education and Training
Committee; she has also served on the Selection Advisory Committee for the
CRO Head and on the library's Affirmative Action Committee. She is actively
involved outside the library, serving as secretary of both the Arizona Online
Users Group and the UA chapter of Beta Phi Mu. In addition, she has been a
presenter at two ASLA programs and had an article published in the Spring issue
of RQ.

Ruth Dickstein's activities include service on the Selection Advisory Committee
for SEL Head and chairmanship of the Library Graphics Committee. Her university
service is extensive, including service in the Faculty Senate, membership on the
Committee on Academic Procedures, Committee on Professional Service, and the
University Parking Task Force. She has also chaired the University of Arizona
Committee on Continuing Status. In addition to her committee work, Ruth has
been a speaker at several conferences and workshops during the year and had an
article published in the Summer 1984 issue of Reference Services Review.

Edith Ferrell completed a semester-long staff exchange with Dale Steele in the
Maps Department, a project of benefit to both the individuals and the departments.
She has served on the library's Staff Development Committee, chairing the
Needs Assessment Subcommittee. Outside the library she has been co-chair of the
UA Conflic Studies Committee, is on the UA Gerontology Certificate Committee,
and has served on the city's Human Services Coordinating Council Task Force on
Aging. She is a regular contributor to the newsletters of the Committee on
Aging and the Conflict Studies Committee.



Craig Hawbaker has this year served on the Selection Advisory Committee for
the Loan Department Head and the library's Peer Review Committee. He has
also served as secretary of the ASLA College and University Division and as
vice president of the UA Beta Phi Mu chapter. His article on online ready
reference service appeared in the Spring issue of RQ.

Bonnie Hintzman served on the Selection Advisory Committee for GRO Head. She
completed the indexing forthe 1983 Index to the Arizona Daily Star and has produced
monthly cumulative indexes for the 1984 Star through April.

Maria Hoopes assumed duties as the CRD CARS coordinator in January. She
has served as chairman of the library's New Staff Orientation Committee and
the university's Minority Professionals Salary Equity Study Committee. She
has also chaired the ASLA Midcon Spanish Speaking Services subcommittee with
responsibilities to organize an "issue table" presentation.

Alice Littlejohn, the new business specialist, ahs adapted quickly to UAL routines.
She has completed the basic training in the department and ahs also been trained
on the DIALOG system.

Barbara fiegdal, departmental secretary, continues to provide staff with secretarial
support. She has been able this year to put a number of departmental bibliographies
on diskette which should make their updating easier in the future. With increased
interest among the staff in learning wordprocessing, she has become something of
the departmental expert and has provided much assistance in training.

Lois Olsrud, who served as Assistant Department Head until October, erves on the
Library Instruction Advisory Committee and the LFA Affirmative Action Committee.
She was also a member of a fact finding subcommittee of the library's Salary
Equity Committee. With Charles Gilreath she presented a faculty seminar on
online literature searching for the Psychology Department, and she made a

presentation on the history of Norwegian Tapestries to the Norseman's Federation.

Bruce Parsil, serving on the Library Instruction Advisory Committee, has been
actively involved in planning for a summer program on library skills for high
school students as part of the university's Youth.University. He has continued
to do approximately 70% of the indexing for theArizona Index and has completed
editing three years of the backfile of the Arizona Daily Star Index.

Virginia Rice serves on the CARS Education and Training Committee and is a

member of the library's Promotion and Tenure Committee. In addition, she served
ori the department's advisory committee for selection of a humanities librarian.

Christy Taylor-Parsil completed a staff exchange program with Sharon Herrick in
the Serials Department, a project which has reaped many benefits for CRD. She
helped organize and coordinate the details of the shift of materials in preparation
for construction of office A212. She also served on the departmental advisory
committee for selection of a business librarian.

Charles Gilreath, department head, arrived in October and has spent much of
his time this year learning the ins and outs of the University of Arizona Library.
He has served on the Selection Advisory Committee for Serials Head and is
serving on the Selection Advisory Committee for AUL for Central Services. He

- chairs the ALA/RASD MARS Program Committee for 1985 and is a member of the MARS
Education and Training of Search Analysts Committee. His final report on end-
user online searching in an academic library was published in January by the
ARL Office of Management Studies.



III. LIMITATIONS

Many of the problems noted last year have either been resolved or have been
mitigated as a result of actions taken this year. Reclassifications gave the
career staff a much needed fiscal and emotional boost. The construction of
A212, which is well along, offers opportunities for more convenient CARS
searching. All CRD staff who do desk duty have been trained to do ready referencesearching. Chuck Peters' move into the position ofmicroformslibrarian and the
integration of CPNM into CRD bodes well for improved access to rnicroforrns collections

Only the problem of the telephones at the reference desk has defied a clear
solution. Staff continue to be frustrated by the heavy demands of telephone
queries during the busiest times of library activity. The telephone is part of
a more general problem, namely the need for staff to meet the demands for in-
depth reference assistance in the face of large numbers of users. tIhile more
staff at the reference desk is a simple and terrpting solution--and one which should
not be ruled out--the department will need to assess over the next year a variety
of options for solving this problem.

Another problem in the department is the growing need for non-professionalsupport. Thanks to an extremely skilled and dedicated group of career staff, the
Central Reference Department has functioned very efficiently. But eleven highly
productive professional staff can quickly outstrip the ability of the four careerstaff to provide support. As a result, professional staff spend more of their
time than is desirable performing clerical tasks such as preparing final copies
of bibliographies. Other labor intensive jobs such as ¿hecking catalogs and
book lists against library holdings must generally be done by professional staff--
or as is often the case--the task is not done in the press of other responsibilitiessuch as class instruction or online searching. Automation, in the form of
word processing and other such programs, can offer a good measure of relief
for this ailment, but in the long run a heavier dose of human support in the
form of career staff or student workers will be needed to effect a cure.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

To move forward as deliberately as possible in the application of new
technology for support of the reference function;

To reassess staffing patterns and physical arrangement of the reference
desk in order to determine a more efficient means of dealing with user needs;

To review the current CRD CARS operations in order to gain better internal
control of that activity;

To provide additional opportunities for the staff to learn in greater
depth collections such as microforms and government documents.



APPENDIX A

DIRECTIONAL & REFERENCE STATISTICS

% of Reference - 93%

*Statistics for 1983/84 and for designated months in 1984/85 were
collected from a stratified random sample of 100 days per year.
The potential error rate (10-12%) inherent in this process caused
the department to switch permanently in January, 1985 to daily
statistics.

Dir.

1983/84*

Ref. Total

1984/85

Dir. Ref. Total

July 744 4619 5363 728* 6164 6892

Aug. 853 6572 7425 643* 6626 7269

Sept. 1553 10488 12041 1246 9740 10986

Oct. 1867 11062 12929 1454 15885 17339

Nov. 1524 13097 14621 571* 9967 10538

Dec. 852 7386 8238 435* 5348 5783

Jan. 194 6394 6588 374 6483 6857

Feb. 1641 10449 12090 650 10359 11009

Mar. 1163 9672 10835 837 11610 12447

Apr. 1002 9727 10729 703 12017 12720

May 620 7285 7905 299 6082 6381

June 270 4281 4551 366 5483 5849

8306 105764 11407012283 101032 113315



Appendix A

CENTRAL REFERENCE COLLECTION STATISTICS

fy83/84 fy84/85

ADDED/NEW VOLUMES 1967 2832

TRANS FERS

TITLES PIECES TITLES PIECES

Monographs 351 503 934 1370

Serials 109 560 191 1181

TOTAL 460 1063 1125 2551



APPENDIX B

BIBLIOGRAPHIES 1984-1985

LORI BARTH
Twentieth Century French Literature: Selected Resources

PAUL BARTON
Translations in the Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences

SARA BROWNMILLER
Career Information and Job Hunting Guide: Social Services
Education Hotline
Education Update
Elementary Education
Tests

RUTH DICKSTEIN
Education Hotline
Education Update
Guide to Microforms for Women's Studies
Recent Library Acquisitions in Higher Education, Fall 1984
Teaching English as a Second Language: a Library Research Guide
Women in Psychology: Addendum

EDlE FERRELL
Conflict Resolution: Mediation and Concilliation, a Brief Guide for

Non-union, Public Disputes
Geography: an Introduction to Sources
Human Services Administration
Political Science: Methods of Policy Analysis
Poli tical Science: Revolutions and Insurgencies
Readings in Communication and Conflict Resolution
Social Welfare Policy
Social Work: the Minority Experience
Writers' Information Sources, a Checklist

CRAIG HAWBAKER
Small Business: a Selected List of Library Resources
Speech 112-Business and Professional Communication

BONNIE HINTZMAN
Index to Arizona News in the Arizona Daily Star, 1983

MARIA HOOPES
Animal Farm: Issues Raised by the Book
Chicano Literature and Criticism
Chicano Studies: a Brief List of Library Resources

LOIS OLSRUD
Journalism: a Selected List for Journalism Students
Psychology: a Guide to Research Methods

BRUCE PARSIL
Arizona Daily Star Index 1973
Arizona Daily Star Index 1974

VIRGINIA RICE

Guide to Genealogical Research in the University of Arizona Library
Human Relations Area Files



ANNUAL REPORT OF

CURRENT PERIODICALS, NEWSPAPERS AND MICROFORNS

TO THE HEAD OF CENTRAL REFERENCE

FOR THE YEAR 1984 /85

Charles Peters
Head. Current periodicals , newspapers and microforms



I. SUMMARY

The Current Periodicals, Newspapers and Microforms area was
transferred from the administrative authority of the Serials
Department, Technical Services Division of the University Library
to the Central Reference Department, Central Services Divison on
January 2, 1985. Concomitantly with this change, I assumed
duties as Microforms Librarian with administrative responsibility
for the area. The new arrangement is working. I am at the Central
Reference desk between 5 and 8 hours per week. This time is
spent functionina as a Central Reference Librarian to gain knowledge
of how questions concerning CPNM can be most effectively handled in
this new administrative structure.

The integration of CPNM into the Central Services Division is the
motivating force fòr:ihe reorganization of the section. Our efforts
in this task are directed to searching for the arrangement of staff
and services that will bring this reorganization to a good conclusion.
The Microforms area had new finding aids placed in it for better use
of the area by patrons. Reference assistance is being provided in the
area by me on a regular basis. Other new major changes in CPNM took
place during the fiscal year 198)4-85. Chris Smith assumed new duties
as a Library Assistant II in the section. This was both an internal
promotion and an upgrading of the position from a Library Assistant I,
reflecting the increased responsibilities of the position. Mark
Young became the new night supervisor for CPNM during this past year.
He is also in charge of the Newspaper collection check-in and claiming
procedures. He instituted some new aids for more effective use of these
research materials. Fern Stringham replaced Dawn Porfirio as the
Library Clerk II with responsibilities for binding and check-in of
materials. Grace Fryberger did a major shift in the microforins room to
make room for a major new backfile in the newspaper collection.

The Microforms area was rearranged in order to locate the microfiche
collection in one area. A fiche reader was placed adjacent to the
area in order to use microfiche indexes next to the material they
cover. This saves both patron and staff time in that one does not
have to leave the room in order to find out what items are contained
in a given microfiche collection. Infotrac, the computer-based
indexing service of the Information Access Corporation, was tested
in CPNM this past year. Patron satisfaction with it was quite high and
many recommendations were received as to its continuation in the University
Library. This isthe subject of another report and will not be detailed
here. We also have the Newspaper Index on a trial basis in this area,
and this is also well received by our patrons. I hope we can continue
with the newspaper index in this area as it saves much time when we have
to check the accuracy of citations brought from Central Reference with
the actual microfilm.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

The staff of the section and their knowledge of the material con-
tained in the area are our greatest strengths. The assistance they
render patrons is enormous. While performing their assigned duties,
they háve to answer questions concerning all aspects of the library
for patrons. We function as a specialized unit within the library,
but patrons want and need information concerning all aspects of the
periodicals and other collections in the area. To explain repeatedly
that backfiles are in the stacks and that to ascertain their status
one must use GEAC and then to explain how this information fits
into the specific item of information that the patron needs takes
up a great deal of time. Our staff does this and still performs
their assigned duties diligently, which is a major accomplishment.
The depth of our microform holdings is a major, if still underutilized,
asset of this library. Significant additions to the collection this
year have added to our strength.

New backfiles received included over one thousand reels of the Salt
Lake City Tribune. In the Newspaper area, six new Russian language
newspapers were received. We now receive 200 newspapers on a current
basis. These papers arrive on a daily basis and are constantly used.
They are a major resource for use by the University community, and the
demand for them to be accessible at all hours the library is open makes
them a major priority in our daily workflow. Other major collections

processed include: the CBS Nèws transcripts on uiicrofilrn, the Area
Business Data Bank, and art exhibition catalogs on microfiche.

The spirit of cooperation brought to the reorganization by both the
Central Reference staff and the CPNM staff cannot be overlooked.
The shift was brought about in mid-year and called for many changes in

procedures. Both staffs cooperated beautifully to bring about the

change in good form.



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

Lack of office space remains the major limitation in CPNM. All
of our processing functions are carried out in the loan desk area
of CFNM. This area is ca. 1400 square feet. Within this space are
3 desks, 2 work tables, and generally 2 book trucks of materials
awaiting shelving. The area is also the loan desk for CPNM and
has the fiche readers for the union list on the countertop for
both patron and staff use. The area is quite congested and does
not bring about optimal use of staff time for technical processing
functions at peak times.

Other major limitations are the lack of sufficient numbers of
microfilm reader-printer photocopy machines, and the space to
house these devices. We need to enlarge the area to accommodate
patron demand for these machines. These machines are aging. The
Information Design readers were purchased when the building was
occupied and are very unreliable due to their age. The others also
need increased maintenance. We must think about replacing them in
the near future.



FUTURE PLANS

The last guide to the microfilm holdings of the University
Library was done in 1979. Many large collections have been added
since then. During the next year this guide will be updated and
expanded for greater access to the microfilm holdings of the
University Library. A new signage system for self-use of the
microforms collections in CPNN needs to be developed this coming
year. Staff sharing arrangementd between CRD and CPNM will be
worked out to facilitate use of the collection by CRD staff and
to make CPNN staff more familiar with CRD's resources. The
integration of CPNN into CRD as another reference area needs to
be reinforced, in a positive fashion, to the staff and patrons
of the Library. A new guide to the area will be written and dis-
seminated to all interested parties. We will be working on
identifying a major Mexican newspaper on microfilm for future
acquisition.



V.

CPNM STATISTICS

July 1, 1984 - June 30, 1985

People entering: 247,896

Items shelved: 315,868

Adds/New Titles Reshelves Total
Film 1,067 34,015 35,082

Fiche 27,251 26,647 53,898

Periodicals 32,160 103,733 135,893

Newspapers 30,251 60,744 90,995

Questions Asked: 45,619

CP/N Microforms Total
Reference 11,182 3,927 15,109

Directional 21,664 8,846 30,510



/

ANNIJAL REPORT OF THE

INTERLIBRARY LOAN OFFICE

TO THE HEAD OF CENTRAL REFERENCE

FOR THE YEAR 1984/85



I. SUMMARY

This year has been quite a busy and exciting one for the Interlibrary
Loan Office. The staff again maintained its high level of processing
Interlibrary Loan requests in both the Lending Section and the Borrow-
ing Section. And even with changes in staff and the continuing heavy
workflow, the office continued to expand its knowledge and understand-
ing of the Interlibrary Loan operation. This expansion enabled ILL
to provide better and faster service to our UAL patrons and borrowing
libraries.

We participated in various types of workshops and training sessions
throughout the year. The Head of ILL, Jeanne Voyles, participated
in many staff development workshops, such as: the Time Management
Workshop; the Conflict Resolution Workshop; and the Orienting and
Training New Employees Workshop. Janice Robrock, Mina Parish and
Jeanne Voyles also went through Central Reference Level I training.
This training session increased our knowledge of various types of
reference tools and their uses.

Most recently the entire ILL staff participated in a Resource Sharing
Workshop sponsored by the State Library. This workshop made staff
more aware of the availability of library services provided through-
out the state. The OCLC M300 Workshop held at ASU in November --
sponsored by the AMIGOS Bibliographic Council, INC. -- was attended
by all ILL staff. The purpose of this workshop was to teach and
train staff on the uses and functions of the OCLC M300 Workstation
and the OCLC ILL Micro Enhancer. The ILL office received this hard-
ware and software this year for the purpose of streamlining work
within the office.

The Interlibrary Loan Office went through a few changes in staff this
year. Laurie Preston was hired in August to assume the Library
Assistant II position. Laurie holds a BS in Education, with a major
in Library Educational Media. Paula Moxham, our Library Clerk III,
was promoted in January to a LA II position in the Catalog Department;
and Rebecca Hubert was hired in March to replace her. Rebecca is a
graduate from the University of Arizona, and a former student
assistant in the UA Admissions and Records Office. Mina Parish and
Janice Robrock, Library Assistant Ils, continue to assist the Head of
ILL in training new staff and students. The success of the office
can be attributed to the dedication and committment of all the staff
and students in Interlibrary Loan.

Our greatest success this year consists of the positive results that
appeared in a Document Delivery Study completed between the three
state universities in Arizona. The study demonstrates that the ILL
office is able to provide fast service to borrowing libraries.



Within 8 hours a borrowing library receives a message as to the
status of a request. If the material can be supplied, the book or
photocopy is prepared and shipped within 48 hours. UAL provides
the fastest overall service of the three state universities.

The Interlibrary Loan Office is always changing to keep up with
the rapid growth in the technology of information retreival. For

the ILL office to continue to expand and grow, continued support is
needed from the Library and University Administration. That support
during this past fiscal year has enabled our office to increase and
improve its services to the University of Arizona Library patrons
and Borrowing libraries.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

One of ILL's major strengths continues to be its experienced,
motivated and productive staff and students. Throughout all the
changes in technology, policies and procedures, as well as changes
among the staff and students themselves, they have maintained a
positive do-it-now attitude. Thus, ILL continues to process an
incredible number of requests despite a limited number of staff and
students.

Another strong factor is the very valuable assistance and guidance
from other staff within the library. One person very vital to our
operation is John Baker, Head of Shipping and Receiving. ILL
material is picked up by John's staff twice a day and mailed Out
within the day. The positive outcome of the Document Delivery
Study can partly be attributed to John's efficient and organized
work area. Another person that has contributed to the growth of
ILL this year is Ruth Dickstein. Ruth Dickstein served as acting
head of the Central Reference Department during part of the fiscal
year. During that time Ruth was very supportive and helpful,
especially in guiding the new Head of ILL through her first six
months in managing ILL. And Charles Gilreath has also made quite
an impression in his short time as our new Departnent Head. He is
very informed and up-to-date on ILL activities. Charles is
supportive and ar effective Department Head. These people and
many more assist ILL staff in providing quality service to our
patrons.

The foremost major strength in technology has been the addition of
the OCLC M300 Workstation and the ILL Micro Enhancer. As an IBM
Personal Computer, the M300 (with IBM PC compatible software)
performs many standard functions, such as word processing and
budget management. But a special combination of hardware and sof t-
ware also enables the M300 to function as an OCLC terminal, i.e.,
the ILL Micro Enhancer is an OCLC designed software package for
use within the ILL subsystem. The ILL Micro Enhancer has decreased
some of the tedious work of the Lending Section: the ILL Pending
Request file is printed automatically every morning, and batch
updating can be done for ILL requests, saving the office approxi-
mately 2-3 hours of student time per day. Also, the availability
of a second terminal has provided the Borrowing Section with more
search time; therefore, UAL patron requests can be processed faster.

The library continues to support our participation in OCLC, RLIN,
and the Center for Research Libraries, a participation necessary
for the purpose of locating and transmitting ILL requests. OCLC
has greatly improved the ILL subsystem this year through the



development of the Micro Enhancer software. And the ability to
search the RLIN database by keyword enhances our effectiveness in
locating those difficult titles not found on OCLC. The Center
for Research Libraries continues to increase our accessability to
library and information resources. All of these services increase
our service to the UAL patron.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

There are some areas of major concern to the ILL office and staff.
Those are: the lack of office space; the lack of work study students;
and the lack of photocopy equipment within the office. The ILL office
consists of 5 full time staff and 9 part time student assistants.
For that number of people we have a very small work and patron area.
The addition of the M300 has increased our productivity, but decreased
our workspace. Also, there is no private area for interviewing,
conferences, and training.

It is difficult for staff and students to remain positive and to
adjust to the limited amount of space. The Borrowing Section has a
closet that student assistants use to process incoming material
received from other libraries. This is most inadequate. Concentra-
tion levels are decreased and frustration levels increased.

This year the lack of availability of work study students caused some
limitations on staff. The ILL staff spent 30 hours a week performing
tasks that were normally completed by student assistants. Therefore,
other responsibilities and projects were put on hold until work study
students were hired. The addition of the M300 in November did
alleviate some of the work load. ILL was able toThire 2 work study
students in the spring; therefore, staff were able to return to their
normal duties and responsibilities.

The lack of a photocopy machine in ILL also poses some limítations
on the staff. The requested photocopy material received from other
libraries is pulled from the DAL and sent to the photocopy office
for processing. Many hours of ILL staff time are spent delivering
and picking up the material, as well as checking each page of photo-
copy for errors. The Photocopy Department is also responsible for
billing; therefore, the Head of Photocopy and the Head of ILL spend
additional time discussing billing discrepancies.

The Photocopy staff is very cooperative and willing to rush our
photocopy requests. However, because of their limited number of
staff and students, this is not always possible, resulting in a
delay for the borrowing libraries receiving their photocopy. Our
goal is to ship out the material within 24 hours of receipt of a
request. The lack of a photocopy machine within our office some-
times makes this impossible.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

Physical reorganization of the ILL office so that the workspace
can be utilized more efficiently. The OCLC terminal will be
placed in the Borrowing Section for patron access. The M300
Workstation and the Geac terminal will be moved to the Lending
Section. The Computer Room will become the office for the Head
of Interlibrary Loan.

Continued support of staff by expanding their knowledge of ILL
through training sessions, staff development workshops and
visits to other ILL offices. A visit to the State Library and
the Arizona Interlibrary Loan Center is being planned for this
summer.

Continued support of the SOLAR (Serials Online in Arizona)
project and its staff, so that resource sharing will continue
to expand and grow.

Purchase of WORDSTAR, budget and statistical software for the
purpose of fully utilizing the OCLC M300 Workstation, and
streamlining of the work within the office.

Cross-training for the Library Clerk III in the Lending Section.
The training will include teaching the Library Clerk III in the
functions and responsibilities of the Borrowing Section.

Purchase of a photocopy machine for the purpose of decreasing
the process time of photocopy requests.



BORROWING:

Total requests received from UA patrons

Total requests filled

Total requests unfilled

Reasons for Unfilled:

Cancelled by patron 410
Cancelled by ILL 180
Holding Library
will not lend 314

TOTAL:

Items Borrowed: Original 3,635
Items Borrowed: Photocopy 1,853

Items Loaned: Original 9,417
Items Loaned: Photocopy 8,104 (Includes USDA)

6,262

5, 488 (87%)

774

V. INTERLIBRARY LOAN STATISTICS
1984/1985

USDA DOCUMENT DELIVERY SYSTI:

Total requests received 1,218

Total Requests filled 666

Total number of requests referred 552

LENDING:

Total requests received (OCLC & Mail) 30,701

Total requests filled 16,855(54%)

Total requests unfilled 13,846

Reasons for Unfilled:

LOAN S PHOTOCOPY

Not Owned 1,096 3,780
In Use 2,275 141
Not on Shelf 1,698 1,941
Non-Circulating 1,277 O
Misellaneous 257 1,381

6,603 7,243
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SUMMARY

Personnel: Di.iring 1984/85 the department's career staff were considerably
more mobile than during previous years. Two individuals were hired (and a
third will be hired within the next month); three were promoted; four
positions were reclassified. There was also a significant amount of turnover
among student employees, particularly those assigned to assist at the
reference desk. Due to the resulting increase in training needs and the
acquisition of new computer capability by the department, a great deal of
time and effort were expended in training activities throughout the year.
Most notably, four staff received basic DIALOG training, three were trained
to use WordStar, and five audited Graduate Library School courses in
cataloging and government publications reference.

Services and Processing: Statistical totals for the year will not be
available until after July 1: however, I do not expect any dramatic changes
over last year's figures except in the number of volumes bound. This year
the staff made a concerted effort to catch items neglected during the prev-
ious two years because of restrictions placed on the binding budget.

The department continues to add new items to Geac at a rapid pace. The total
number of documents currently in the database stands at approximately 24,000.

A DEC Correspondent 1300-baud printing terminal was installed in the depart-
ment in July of 1984. This terminal is used regularly by Robert Mitchell,
Rita Gonzalez-Boepple and myself to perform ready-reference online searches.
It is also used extensively for pre-order searching and bibliographic verifi-
cation.

Four staff in the department have been trained to perform word processing
functions on our IBM PC. It is currently used for correspondence, compiling
and updating departmental manuals, committee.reports, gifts and exchange
lists, and Documents Despatch. Additional internal memory and a Hayes modem
were installed during the spring: planned applications include online search-
ing and database management.

In January the department acquired a fully cumulative, enhanced version of
the Monthly Catalog on roll microfiche. This product vastly improves access
to Monthly Catalog entries and has already had a dramatic impact on our
reference service.

Meetings were held with the Catalog Dept. last year to discuss resumption of
OCLC/Geac linking of documents records. Other options for acquiring machine-
readable records for portions of our collection are now available. Linking
will not resume unless analysis of other methods indicates that it would be
the best alternative.

Weeding of the printed hearings from the 95th Congress is now almost com-
plete. This project took much longer than anticipated, since hundreds of
titles had been entered on Geac and thus required deletion from the database.
This function is now a major responsibility of one of our LA II positions.

Acquisitions: In addition to the roll microfiche Monthly Catalog already
mentioned, the department acquired three more segments of CIS's new Index to
Congressional Committee Hearings 1800-1969. The last portion of this major



reference work will be published and available in a few months. Orders have
been placed for the following additional commercial reference tools: FBIS
Daily Report indexes for the three world regions currently lacking; CIS's
Unpublished Senate Hearings, 1800-1969 (with accompanying microfiche
collection); and CIS's new [European Communities] Index. The department
expects to acquire its first publication in diskette format from the National
Institute of Education within the next few weeks.

MAJOR STRENGTHS

The department's principal strengths continue to reside in the depth of its
collections and in the knowledge, experience, and commitment of its staff.
Other significant strengths include excellent physical facilities, extensive
service hours, and convenient location. Enhanced access to documents via
records in the loan database and through online ready-reference search
capability is a relatively new offering and growing strength of the depart-
ment.

MAJOR LIMITATIONS

This year's major problems can again be categorized in three areas:
staffing, security, and space. Extensive training needs, workflow
adjustments, and an unusually high degree of unreliability among our student
assistants combined to wreak havoc with our reference desk schedule during
most of the year. Since the department has traditionally experienced a very
low rate of employee turnover, this situation has been quite unusual and,
presumably,' temporary. About all we can do to avoid hiring unreliable
students in the future is recruit more aggressively, screen applicants more
thoroughly, and perhaps reevaluate our policy of hiring only graduate library
school students for reference work.

Although the results of Claudia Bakula's investigation of our "missing items"
rate last fall proved inconclusive (a 4% missing rate based on a very small
sample), barcoded publications that cannot be accounted for--particularly in
heavily used portions of the collection such as congressional hearings--
continue to pose serious problems for our patrons. Since the department is
also consistently criticized by GPO inspectors for its lack of a security
system commensurate with that available for other library materials,
installation of the 3M Tattle-Tape system would seem the most logical
solution. A controlled exit and desensitization station will be included in
whatever construction/renovation decision package is proposed for the 1986/87
fiscal year.

We have come a year closer to reaching maximum functional shelving capacity
in sur stack area (projected to be achieved sometime in 1987). Our
burgeoning microfiche collections and new computer equipment have placed
additional stress on our already crowded user and staff work areas as well.
These problems have been addressed in recent weeks by Planning Council. Two

alternatives seem possible at present: removing part of the Multipurpose Room
and/or locked carrels in 3A and installing compact shelving, or relocating
the department to either 5B or 3C. Remodeling of the present user and
processing areas or construction of new workspace would also be required.
The following section of this report details future departmental space



planning efforts.

FUTURE PLANS

The department will continue to emphasize three areas of activity during the
coming year: staff training, planning for participation on the library's
future online catalog, and investigating alternatives for a construction!
renovation decision package to be submitted next spring.

Both Robert Mitchell and I will be working with staff and students to improve
their skills in some of the more challenging areas of documents reference
work: legal and regulatory issues, historical questions, economic
statistics, resources of the National Archives, referrals, UN and other 1GO
publications, and online ready-reference searching. The department will also
participate in a pilot study of unobtrusive testing as a means of diagnosing
reference performance to be conducted in the fall by Peter Hernon.

Departmental policies regarding OCLC!Geac linking were refined through nego-
tiation with the Catalog Department last year. New options for obtaining
machine-readable records for documents are now available, however. Cost
comparisons of the various alternatives and analyses of their impacts on
library operations will be conducted in the coming year. The department is
also exploring the possiblity of cooperating in the reduction of the
library's 090 cataloging backlog. This would both expedite elimination of
the backlog and familiarize documents staff with formal cataloging rules and
procedures. Such a step would facilitate departmental participation in the
future UAL online catalog.

Next year the department will also prepare plans for accomodating our future
collection, user, and processing space needs. As mentioned earlier, likely
options include elimination of study space and installation of compact
storage in 3A or relocation to another area of the building. Plans will also
address the need for additional microform collection and viewing space, an
area for a non-public ready reference collection, for current and projected
computer terminal use, and for a controlled exit and security system station.
If relocation appears the likeliest option, plans will be coordinated with
Loan and other affected departments to ensure minimal negative impacts on
other library collections and services.

Cñthia E. Bower
Head Documents Librarian
May 31, 1985
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SÙMNARY

The Library Instruction Department celebrates its 10th anniversary this year.
New programs and services have been developed and implemented this year while
existing programs have been carefully monitored and strengthened. Effort has
been made to develop assessment and evaluation tools to plan for future instruc-
tional needs.

The OMS Grant "Assessing the Instructional Needs of Students in a Selected
Scientific Discipline" was completed this year. An instructional program for
students in the Division of Wildlife, Fisheries, and Recreation Resources was
developed, implemented, and fully evaluated. It fulfilled the objectives set
by Grant Team Members and Wildlife Faculty. The study was thoroughly documented
and produced a model for the assessment and development of programs for other
selected academic disciplines. The final report details this model for instruc-
tional planning and faculty outreach which can be adapted by others interested
in implementing instruction programs. It also provides a model for collaboration
between reference staff, instructional librarians, and teaching faculty.

The first in a planned series of Faculty Seminars emphasizing interdisciplinary
topics, changes within the U of A Library System, and strategies for effectively
using the U of A Library System was implemented this Spring. Over 60 faculty
members representing 30 departments attended the Seminar, "Changes--A Library
Update," designed to introduce them to changes in information technology,
changes in policy and collections, and new services. The Seminar has been
evaluated by faculty and Library staff. Future programs will have the benefit
of this assessment.

Course-related instructional sessions and the Library Skills Program continue
as the backbone of the instructional program. To ensure continued high quality
of these instructional programs special effort was made this year to intro-
duce new library staff to the goals of the instructional program and to train
them in instructional design and presentation techniques. New librarians in
the Central Reference Department and SEL had the opportunity to be oriented to
the 50-minute instructional session, faculty outreach techniques, the Library
Skills Program, and communicating with international students.

The 7th revised edition of the Library Skills Workbook was implemented during
the Fall semester, 1984. This revision was extensive and included rewriting
problem assignments, updating information, adding new chapters, and incor-
porating new educational techniques and theory into the Library Skills Program.
The 7th revised edition places more responsibility on the students but also
allows for more individuality on the search strategy assignment.

On July 1st, the Library Instruction Department assumed the supervision of
the Handicapped Services Room. New policies and procedures for the operation
of the Handicapped Services Room have been established. Two meetings were held
during the Fall of 1984 with Library Staff representatives and representatives
of Disabled Student Services to develop a format for communication between the
two units. Since then, monthly meetings have been held to discuss issues, to
exchange information, and to problem-solve.

Members of the Library Instruction Department continue to contribute to pro-
fessional organizations concerned with the issues and activities of instruction.
Karen Williams, Assistant Library Instruction Librarian, has been appointed
Chairperson of the ACRL BIS Continuing Education Committee (1985-87). Louise
Greenfield, Library Instruction Librarian, will be a featured speaker at the
1985 ALA Annual Conference Program of the Library Instruction Round Table.

1



MAJOR STRENGTHS

The Library Instruction Department continues to draw its strength from the
support, active participation, and creative ideas contributed by staff mem-
bers from throughout the Library System.

The Faculty Seminar, "Changes--A Library Update," was a cooperative Library
effort. Following a conference on library instruction for faculty which
eight of our staff members attended in May 1984, there was much interest
in exploring the idea of developing a Faculty Seminar Program here. This
Seminar series is an example of program planning--from concept and identified
need to actual implementation and evaluation.

The Science-Engineering Library staff should be especially recognized for
the time and expertise which they contributed to the OMS Grant project. SEL
staff collaborated with Grant Team Members in planning, developing, pre-
senting, and evaluating the Library Research Study Units. The working rela-
tionship which has been established between the Library Instruction Depart-
ment and the SEL staff should benefit future cooperative efforts.

Many people throughout the library system have contributed to the writing and
revision of the 7th edition of the Library Skills Workbook. Because we are
able to combine subject and departmental expertise of other Library staff
members with the educational skills and knowledge of this department, the
Workbook has more depth and can be interesting and challenging to students
as well as instructional.

Library staff continue to volunteer their time to do Library Skills Presen-
tations, English 102 and CESL (Center for English as a Second Language)
instructional sessions, and general orientations. Much time and energy goes
into the preparation, organization, and presentation of these sessions. The
freshness and energy that these volunteers bring to the presentations enrich
the experience for students.

Faculty support and cooperation continues to grow. All faculty members from
the Wildlife, Fisheries and Recreational Resources Division of the School
of Renewable Natural Resources collaborated on the grant project. They pro-

vided insight on the organization of scientific literature and research
patterns of scientists. Dr. Paul Krausman and Dr. William Matter, in whose
class, Introduction to Wildlife and Fisheries Ecology, the Library Research
Study Units were placed deserve special recognition. They devoted hours of
their professional time working with us on establishing appropriate library
research skills objectives for their class, assessing students' present and
future research needs, providing course-content information, developing
assignments, and evaluating the results.

There was more cooperation than ever before from the English Department.
Teaching assistants were greatly encouraged by English Department faculty to
be supportive of the Library Skills Program, and this support was reflected
in the students' work and attitudes. The grade policy put into effect by

Dr. Charles Davis last year has greatly reduced the number of "Incompletes"
in the Program. The English 102 instructional program underwent a signi-
ficant curriculum change which made the Library Instruction Sessions optional
rather than mandatory. Despite this new policy, almost all of the instructors
chose to bring their classes to the Library for an introduction to the sources
of literary criticism.

2



MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The major limitation of the Library Instruction Department is the lack of a
full-time clerical position. Such a position would ensure consistency and
continuity in office procedures and reduce professional time spent on student
assistant training.

A permanent Library Instruction Classroom is greatly needed for library
instructional presentations and demonstrations. Such a facility would relieve
the Media Department of scheduling and equipment responsibilities. Staff
presenters could be assured of having a classroom with convenient access to
necessary resource materials and equipment to conduct their instructional
sessions. Lectures could be given with less disruption to reference and
other public service areas. This is currently under consideration by the
Space Planning Committee of Planning Council and has been submitted for
consideration through the Decision Process for Construction Projects. We
will, for now, continue to make use of the Media facilities and the Multi-
purpose room.

The major limitations of the Library Skills Program is still its large size.
Individual communication with students is not possible, and the system for
reaching them through their instructors is cumbersome. In order to partially
offset this problem, we have again increased the number of Library Skills
Program desk hours and Library Skills Program office hours.

3



FUTURE PLANS

An ongoing departmental goal has been to explore instructional programs to
reflect the changes in information gathering methods resulting from new
technology. This issue was brought up to Library Instruction Advisory
Committee members this year, and the decision was made to begin to educate
ourselves to the new directions, new options, and new opportunities in library
instruction. In coordination with a librarian from Arizona State University,
Pat Arnott was brought to Arizona to conduct a workshop on computer-assisted
instruction. Her presentation was a thorough introduction to planning,
implementing, and evaluating a computer-assisted instructional program for
library instruction. Five Library Instruction Advisory Committee members
attended the workshop. The Library Instruction Advisory Committee has begun
exploring and discussing the issues of computer-assisted instruction as they
relate to our instructional program.

As a result of the effectiveness of the Library Research Study Units, this
program will continue as a component of Introduction to Wildlife and Fisheries
Ecology. This is a core course which all students in the School of Renewable
Natural Resources must take.

Use of the grant process as a model is an ongoing goal of the Library Instruc-
tion Department with high priority for the coming year. We intend to work
with members of several of our library departments so they can use our model
process and materials when doing their own faculty outreach and instructional
assessment. We hope to use our model and experience to target writing empha-
sis courses in certain departments for possible placement of a library research
component.

There is an increasing concern about the amount of information given out to
students in the initial Library Skills Presentation and about the timing of
some of this information. An experiment will be conducted in the Fall semester
of 1985 to determine of there is a more effective way, to disseminate all
pertinent information. Certain targeted classes will receive the initial
information on how to complete the, assignments from their teaching assistants.
They will then complete Parts I and'II before coming to the library for a
presentation by a library staff member about search strategy. Hopefully

this will make the important search strategy information more relevant.

Another concern is with the grading of Parts I and II of the Library Skills
Workbook. We are completely reliant on student graders. There is also a
variance in quality of grading which cannot be controlled without completely
checking all papers--an impossibility within our timeframe. To try to
alleviate this problem, we will experiment with a multiple-choice version
of the Workbook (Parts I and II only) in the Spring semester, 1986.

The Faculty Seminar series will be continued next year. Already in the plan-

ning stages are two programs--one on acquisitions and collection development
procedures and another on sources of grant information.

We have had an increase in requests for instructional sessions and building
orientations from high school teachers anxious to introduce their students to
a large research facility. The Department recognizes this need but must bal-

ance use of staff time to meet the requests of our primary users. In order to

accomodate the requests from high schools we are developing an independent ori-
entation package for use by high school classes and other secondary user groups.

4
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COURSE-RELATED BIBLIOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTION SESSIONS

NON-COURSE RELATED INSTRUCTION SESSIONS
(Students, Faculty, and Staff)

Number ofSessions:
Number of People:

NON-COURSE RELATED COMMUNITY GROUP SESSIONS

Number of Sessions:
Number of People:

LIBRARY SKILLS PROGRAM

GRADUATE:

Number of Sessions: 74

Number of Students: 1263

UNDERGRADUATES:

Number of Sessions: 284
Number of Students: 5844

TOTAL:

Number of Sessions: 358
Number of Students: 7107

Number of LSP Sessions: 108
Number of LSP Students: 3503

TOTAL NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONAL SESSIONS: 620
TOTAL NUMBER OF PEOPLE INSTRUCTED: 13028

128
1962

26
456



PRESENTATION GIVEN

LIBRARY SKILLS PROGRAM DESK STATISTICS

Total number of questions asked at LSP desks 7485

6

COURSES RECEIVING SUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHIES ONLY--NO INSTRUCTIONAL

Department Course Description
Nuxnbe r

Bibliographies

G Finance 522 Advanced Securities Analysis 25

G 521 Portfolio Management 35

U 422 Securities Analysis 140

U 421 Investments 225

U 31]. Corporation Finance 306

U 221 The Stock Market 140

TOTAL 871

Total directional
Total assistance

1679
5806

CRD directional 1434
assistance 4996

SEL directional 164
assistance 393

DOCS directional 81
assistance 417

Total number of desk hours 652
Fall 1984 424
Spring 1985 228
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COURSE RELATED INSTRUCTION SESSIONS
1894-1985

U=Undergraduate Students
G=Graduate Students

)epartment Course
Nirber

Description, students
N.nrber

Sess ions Instructor

U Accounting 320 Introduction to Federal 136 7 Hawbaker-7
Taxation

U 121 Tax Accounting 123 8 HasQbaker-8

G Agriculture 509 Information Sources for 20 1 Jones-i
Agricultural Scientists

U 453 Riote Sensing in 8 2 Steele-2
Agriculture

U Anthropology 441 Organization of Museums 23 1 Rice-i

G Art 633 Issues and Recent Research 6
in Art Education

1 Barton-i

G 511 Metds of Art History 19 2 Barton-2

U 430 Visual Arts in Elementary 16 1 Pardieck-1
Education

U 101a Introduction to Studio Art 25 1 Barton-i

G Hiochemistry 561a Introduction to Biochemical 11 1 Redal j e-1
Literature

U heinical
gineering

199 Chemical gineering 7 1 Redal je-i

U chemistry 105E Fundamentals of Chemistry-40 2 Redalje-2
3Dnors

G Counseling 795b Counselor Education and 9 1 Ferreil-i
& aiidance Supervision

G 623 Tests in Counseling 35 2 Browniniller-2

G 601 Foundations of Counseling 16 1 Brownrniller-1

U Ecology &
Evolutionary
wironment

101 Fundarrentals of Ecology 20
and Evolutions

1 Pfander-1

G Ecorginics 553 &isiness & Ecorxmic 30 1 Habaker/
Forecasting Mitchell-i

G Educational 697e Educational Evaluation 7 1 Brownmiller-i
Foundations &

ininistration
G 684 ninistration of Bilingual 16 i Browniniller-1

Education Programs

G 603 Introduction to Educational 272 8 Browniriiller-5
Research Dickstein-3



G 540 Issues in Educating Mexican 23 i Dickstein/
Merican Children Mitchell-i

U Electrical & 101 Introduction to Electrical 171 10 Baldwin-2
Coxtiter Engineering Jones-i
Engineering Mautner-2

)ount1
Pfander-1
Redalj e-3

G Elrientary 625 Developing the Language 23 1 Brownrnfller-1
Education Arts Qirriculuin in the

Elementary Schol

G 6597BX Literacy and the Arts 16 i Travers-i

U 417 Visual and Auditory Aids
in Teaching

24 1 Pardieck-1

U 379 Kindergarten Education 37 1 Brownmiller-i

U 327 Teaching Social Studies in
the Elementary Sc1ol

40 2 Steele-i
Steele!
Travers-i

G English 613 Teaching of English as a 27 4 Dickstein-4

G 596k Methods & Materials of 6 1 Oisrud-1
Literary Research

U 407a Advanced Coirsition for 189 ii Baldwin-2
Foreign Students Mauther-4

Mourit-2
Pfander-2
Redal je-1

U 402 isiness Report Writing 65 5 Hawbaker-5

308 Technical Writing 306 19 Baldwin-5
Jones-2

- Mauther-3
1bunt-i
Pfander-5
Redal je-3

307 &lsiness Writing 453 22 Cochran-7
Ferreil-6
Rataker-8
Nixon-i

207 Sophonore Conosition 20 1 Parsil-i
108 English Conposition for 162 9 Barth-i

Foreign Students Hoopes-7
Olsrud-1
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1.02 Freslinan Coirçosition 1598 70 Azevedo-i
Barth- 8

Bartori-2

Brownmiller-1
3.irgoyna-2

Foote-4
Frontain-4
Gilreath-1
Greenfield-3
Henningfeld-2
&opes-6
Isbell-2
Knight!
Marshall-i
Krause-2
Labdon-1
Ivin-i
Mitchell-2
Olsrud-1 O

Parsil-6
Peters-i
Ri ce-4

Stiel stra-i

Stout-3
Williams-2

G Family and
Consurrr

610 Investigation & Studies
in &UE Economics

15 1 Hawbaker-1

Resources
454 New Develozrnts in the 15 1 Redal je-1

Textile Field

U Finance 261 Real Estate Principles 195 3 Steele-3

G Forest-
Watershed

487 Forestry in Arid
vironInents

12 1 Pfander-1

Resources

G French 696h 20th Century N3nrealistic 6 1 Olsrud-1
Theater

U 453 Culture & Civilization of 15 1 Steele-1

G 407 Literature of 20th Century 3 1 Barth-i.

G Geography 500 Current Topics in Geo-
graphical Research

25 1 Minton!
Steele-i

U 381 Cartography 10 1 Steele-i

U 257 Geographical Techniques 12 1 Steele-i

G Geosciences 438 Biogeography 7 1 Jones-i

302 Principles of Stratigraphy 100 6 Minton-i
Steele-5

G Gernan 60]. Materials and Methods
of Research

3 1 Barton-i
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U Health Rela- 434
ted Professions

181

Sex Education

Elementary Sclx)ol Health

13

32

1

1

Travers-i

Travers-1
Education

180 Secondary Sc1oi Health 8 1 Travers-1
Education

G HigÌr 560 The Conitimity College 18 2 Brownzniller-i
Education Dickstein-i

U History 453 History of Woxten and Work 18 Dickstein-1

U 296a Nature and Practice of 52 5 Rice-5
History

U 253 History of Worren in the 50 2 Dickstein-2
United States

U Journalism 206 Advanced Reporting 33 2 Ois rud-2

ti 205 Reporting the News 42 3 Oisrud-3

U Landscape 101 Introduction to Landscape 8 Barton-i
Architecture Architecture

G Library 571 Information Sources in 18 1 Cottreil-i
Science Social Sciences and

Humanities

G 540 Academic Librarianship 16 2 Browrirniller-1

Phips-i

G 523 Indexing & Abstracting 52 2 Beintnan-i
Cottreil-i

G 507 Library Management 35 1 Phips-1

G 505 Basic Reference 149 7 Baldwin-2
Cochran-i
Dickstein-2
Hawbaker-i
Ibopes-1

G 504 Foundations of Library and 72 2 Dicksteinl
Information Services Stout-i

Jones-i

G 503 Library Collection 26 i wer-1
DeveioEzrent

G 480 Literature for thildren 37 2 Travers-2

G Management & 580
licy

Theory of Managarent and
Organization

21 2 Cochran-2



U Marketing 480 Identification of Market 40
ortunities

2 Ha,t)aker-2

440 Marketing Research 100 4 Hastaker/
Bower-2
Baibaker/
Mitctl1-2

U Mexican 180 Introduction to Mexican 29 1 Boopes-1
Airer ican Airer ican Studies
Studies

G Occupational 495 Occupational Safety and 5 1 Pfander-1
Safety Health

G Oriental 596r Japanese History 7 1 Radbil-1
Studies

G Physical 570 Research Design in 61 2 Browruniller-2
!kucat ion Physical Fucat ion

U Physics 433 Physics Deironstrations 20 2 Brownnuiller-1
Redal je-1

U Plant 110 Agronornic and Borticultural 20 2 Baldwin-i
Sciences Pfander-1

G Political 595d CoIrç)arative Politics 10 I Bower-i
Science

581 Methods of Political 11 1 Bower-i
Inquiry

G 457 Inter-Anerican Politics 12 1 Boopes-1

U Psychology 255 Research Methods 106 9 Boopes-1
Olsrud-8

in Arrerican 10 1 Dickstein-1
Psychology

G Reading 796a Research & Evaluation 10 1 Brownmiller-1

G 605 Essentials of Reading 15 1 Brownrnhller-i
Instruction

G Rehabilitation 660/ Counseling & Case Practice 8 1 Dickstein-1
695b with the Deaf/Rehabilitation

Pninìstration

G Secondary 636 Innovat ions in Secondary 18 1 Dickstein-i
Education

G 618 Instructional Technology 8 1 Browniniller-1

616 Coordination of Instructional 4 1 Travers-1
Media Programs

G 603 ucationai Research 9 1 Brownrniller-i



EJ

U

U

U Sociology

U

o

U

G Special
Education

G

U Speech

ti Speech

U

ti

ti Syst &

Industrial
gineering

U Wildlife arid
Fisheries
Science

ti nen's
Studies

102 Public Speaking 48

100 Introduction to I*nn's
Studies

2 Barton-i
Cochran-i

411/ 3.unan Performance in 70 2 Baidwin-2
474 Systerrs/Huznan Interaction with

Conip.iters and Software

146x Introduction to Wildlife 160 4 Baldwin-i
arid Fisheries Science Greenfield-1

Pfander-1
Will jams-i

75 2 Dickstein-2

12

417 Visual and Auditory Aids 121 5 Browniniiier-5
in Teaching

338h 'ita Teaching of Secondary 8 1 Travers-i
Scoi SubjectsScience

334 Social Studies Materials 18 1 Dickstein-i

330 Teaching in Secondary 128 4 Dickstein-4
Sc1ols

L6225 History of Arerican Public 32 1 Dickstein-1
Education

486 Conparative Coimunity 5 1 Rice-i
Developrnt

404 Sociology of the Southwest 52 3 Rice-3

375b Social Research Meth)ds 7 1 wer-i

311 Social Change 17 1 Rice-i

595a Behavioral Disorders 19 2 Browniniller-1
Ferreil-i

508 Methds and Materials for 15 2 Brownrniller/
Hearing Ltpaired Travers-2

146x Perforirnce of Children's 32 2 Travers-2
Literature

136 Oral Interpretation of 45 2 Oisrud-2
Literature

112 D.isiness and Professional 635 26 Barth-i
Conutinication Barton-i

Browniniller-2
Cochran-6
Dickstein-3
Ferreli-2
Gilreath-1
Hawbaker-7
&opes-i
Olsrud-i
Rice-i
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NON-COURSE RELATED INSTRUCTION SESSIONS

(Students, Faculty, and Staff)
1984-1985

Rurber N..urber

Faculty

Description

NEB Faculty Research on

Instructed, Sessions

2

Instructor

Dickstein-120
Miririties in the Soutest Dickstein/

Travers-1

Faculty New Faculty Orientation 10 1 Greenfield-i

Faculty New ECE Faculty Lur 20 1 Baldwin-i

Faculty New DeveloptEnts in the SEL in 27 1 Baldwin-i
Scils, Water, & gineering

Faculty I&iclear & ergy gineering 18 1 Redal je-1

Faculty ChangesA Library tJate 100 1 Baldwin]
Faculty Seminar Dickstein!

Mills!
Mitchell-i

Faculty Office of International lo 2 Brownntiller/
Pro gr anis Williams-i

Black!
Brownmiller!
Greenfield-1

iraculty! New Library Faculty and Staff 15 32 Departmental
Staff Orientations Presenters

Faculty! Central Reference Department 6 1 Steele-i
Staff

Faculty! tica.1 Science Department 32 1 Mauther-i
Staff Colloquium

Faculty! SPS Spnsored SeminarPhysics 18 1 Baldwin-i
Student

Faculty! ChemistryResearch Group 7 1 Redal je-1
Student

Faculty! Pharmacy College 4 1 Redlaje-1
Student

Faculty! CAS iline Searching 69 7 Redlaje-7
Staff!
Student

Staff Individual Tour 1 1 Pfander-1

Staff tical Sciences 3 1 Redal je-1

caff Acquisitions: An Inside View 140 1 Bosch/
Livernre!
Makuch!
Stevens!
Stout-1
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Student Center for English as a Second 1095 54 Coats-i
Language Cochran-2

Dickstein-i
3zopes-16
Isbell-1
Pardieck-8
Parsil-li
Pfander-i
Stout-8
Travers-1
Williains-4

Student Continuing Education Orientation 30 1 Williams-i
Tour

Student Career Works1xpUP Placrent 16 2 Brownmiller-2
Center Social Service Careers

Student General Library Denonstration for i i Brownrniller-1
Deaf Student

Student UA High Scol Football Recruits 12 1 Williams-i

Student Student Study SkillsStudent 27 1 Greenfield-1
Counseling

Student Pre-College 15 1 Greenfieldl
Williams-i

Student New StartOrientation Session 46 2 Greenfield-i
Isbell-i

Student International Students Office 165 5 Greenfield-i
Ibopes-1
Stout-i
Williams-2

Student New Psyclology Graduate Students 15 1 Olsrud-1

Student Graduate Student Seminar Mining 34 1 Mauther-1
& Geological Engineering

Student Managemsnt & Information Systems 3 1 Hawbaker-i
Graduate Students

Student ReadingIrkshp on Study Skills 3 1 Brownniiller-i
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NON-COURSE RELATED COMMUNITY GROUP SESSIONS
198 4-19 85

N.urber Riirber
Group Thstructed sessions Instructor

Palo Verde High School United Nations 8 i Habaker-i

Marana High School Advanced English 25 i Pazsil-1

Pulo High Sclx)ol io i Greenfield-1

\icson High School Bilingual Language Arts Class 45 1 Ibopes-1

Pre-Engineering High School Students 82 7 Baldwin-3
Mauther-1
Pfander-2
Redal j e-i

Up With People lo i Nixon-i

Q.itstanding High School Students lo i Casper-i

Pima College FresInan English Class 40 2 Isbell-1
Rice-i

ste Managnent rkshop'Nuc1ear & Energy
gineering

20 1 Baldwin-i

6th Graders: What a Library is All About 26 1 Jones-i

Sierra Vista High School rrs Program: 28 1 Mautner-i
Chomistry & Biology

Junior High School Students 20 1 Pfander-i

Torrbstone High School 21 1 Pfander-i

Baboquivari Junior High School 12 1 Will jams-i

Student Resource CenterNew Student Orientation 20 i Greenfieldl
Williams-i

Continuing EducationYouth University W3rkshop 4 1 Greenfield!
Par s ill

Will jams-i

Ray High School 30 i. Greerifield-1

wproject 1re"High School Students io i Pars il-1

Trj sis SchoolGifted 7th & 8th Graders 35 i Pilling-1
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I SUMMARY

Because of the great number of personnel changes that have
occurred in the Loan Department, fiscal year 1984/85 has been
a time of learning and orientation for many, as well as a
period when departmental policies, procedures and operations
have continually been refined, and, we hope, improved.

Personnel changes: The administrative reorganization of the
University Library in Summer 1984 has meant that the Loan
Department is now part of the Central Services Division, rather
than Technical Services. The Department benefited greatly from
the supervision and guidance of Kent Hendrickson, Associate
University Librarian and Head of Central Services, who recently
left for a new position. Additionally, the Computer Operations
section has separated from the Loan Department and will begin
reporting to the Assistant University Librarian for Systems and
Planning when the position is filled July 1, 1985.

Loan continues to be without a permanent department head,
although an appointment is expected soon. Marlene Alegria ably
served as Acting Head of Loan for several months after the
departure of previous Acting Head Don Baker, and before Mary
Black was named Temporary Head Loan Librarian in August, 1984.
This year has also seen the appointment of several new section
heads: Steve Llewellyn in Stack Maintenance, Norma Perez in the
Fines Office, and Achilles Calenti in Computer Operations.
Marlene Alegria also has new duties as supervisor of the Science-
Engineering section of the Loan Department, and now represents
Loan at the biweekly SEL staff meetings. The promotion of so
many to high level departmental positions has had a trickle-down
effect of Loan personnel; another seven positions have been
vacated and filled since November.

Since late Fall of 1984, Loan has also participated in a success-
ful staff exchange program with the Catalog Department. Garry
Klein, Night Desk Supervisor, has been working and training in
the OSO section of Cataloging several hours per week, while
Gene Spesard of Cataloging has been learning Geac operations and
has provided needed support for the Computer Operations section
during critical or low-staffing periods.

Geac: The Loan Department staff and Computer Operations section
spent considerable time early in the fiscal year planning for
the February implementation of a new version of software for our
automated circulation system. Improvements in processing time
and in circulation procedures have not met previous expectations;
however, the system continues to work reliably and efficiently
for the most part. Hardware problems in Spring of 1985 have been
responsible for most of the year's downtime; the problems could
not have been prevented in-house without a renovation of the



computer room facilities. This year an attempt has been made
to increasingly and gradually conform to standard Geac pro-
cedures in order to avoid problems during future conversions.

Policies and procedures: In December, Librarian's Council
approved Loan's request to change the undergraduate and special
borrower loan periods from two weeks to three. Response has
been quite positive; preliminary indications are that fewer
renewals are now required as a result of the longer period,
and fewer fines are accruing.

Loan also gained approval this year to barcode and add bound
periodicals to the Geac database for two-hour circulation.
The demand to circulate this material has dramatically increased
as a result of the doubling of photocopy charges early in the
year. The new policy has eliminated a good deal of hand-charging,
and benefits to Loan will continue to be realized as more of
the collection is barcoded.

Several ranges of shelving were added to the fourth floor of
the Main Library stacks in January, but space in section 4A
and other sections continues to be a problem. The work flow of
materials through the Stack Maintenance section has noticeably
improved because of changes in the discharge procedure, combined
with the reorganization of the sorting areas of Main and SEL
Libraries in Spring of 1984. Discharging and sorting improve-
ments have been most apparent during graduate due date periods;
it is taking at least one week less time to get materials back
on the shelves during these peak periods.

A new Loan Policy Manual was completed this year, and has been
frequently consulted by staff and students. A procedures manual
presently beingdeveloped by Marlene Alegria and Garry Klein
will be available for use in the new academic year, it is hoped.
Both manuals will be input into the Department's new IBM-PC so
that future editing can be expedited. The PC is also being used
to monitor the student wages budget, and to handle a variety of
word processing needs.



II STRENGTHS

The greatest strength of the Loan Department continues to be
its cooperative, knowledgeable, and service-oriented staff.
For the last two years the Department has been without a
permanent administrator, yet operations have remained smooth
and service continues to be efficient and friendly due to the
efforts of a dedicated and energetic staff. Staff members
consistently demonstrate a willingness to help out in all
sections when needed, and to help ease the Library through
critical periods such as the 4.3 conversion and graduate due
dates. Achilles Calenti deserves special mention; he has
handled the mammoth task of replacing two "old pros" at Geac
operations and has faced considerable challenges in his first
year as Computer Operations Specialist with grace and humor.

Special mention is also deserving of the efforts of an out-
standing staff of student assistants, on which the Loan
Department relies greatly.

The acquisition of an IBM-PC has improved efficiency in many
aspects of Loan Department work, and will continue to do so
as more staff members become trained in its use.



III LIMITATIONS

The present staffing of Computer Operations is insufficient
to cope with Geac problems and new programming requests in a
timely manner. With the loss of two Computer Operations staff
members the section lost a combined total of eight years of
Geac experience, and forty hours of assistance per week has
not been regained. Part-time student employment is probably
not the answer here; computer operations require a dedicated
full-time staff that can be called upon during critical periods.

Facilities for Computer Operations are also currently inadequate.
The present configuration of the Computer Room welcomes traffic
in a sensitive area that should remain inaccessible to most
humans. Two disk head crashes that we have experienced in less
than one year may be directly traced to the dust and dirt that
accumulate as a result of the present layout of the room.
Renovation and/or reconfiguration of equipment in the Computer
Room is clearly needed.

Budgeting for student wages continues to be a problem in the
Loan Department because of uncertainties about when Federal Work-
Study monies will run out each fiscal year, and because of the
increasing scarcity of students who are eligible for work-study
assistance. To an extent, work-study students feel they are
penalized because of increasing restrictions applied to their
status, and are reluctant to continue to seek work-study funds

after the first year.

Stack space for new library materials is becoming a critical
problem in certain areas of the Main Library. More analysis is

needed of stack growth rates and of our options for shifting
materials to other or new areas of the Library.

Space for processing materials is also insufficient in the SEL
Reserve Book Roon. Options being considered by Planning Council
include moving the operation to the "quiet study" area of the
third floor of SEL, or renovation and expansion of existing Loan

space.

Another limitation for the Loan Department is the high rate of

job turnover. This problem may be insurmountable in a department
with such a high percentage of entry-level positions. The

Department has also been somewhat limited in its ability to do

long-range planning because of the lack of a permanent department

head.



IV PLANS

The Loan Department is limited in the number of projects it
can expect to accomplish during the regular academic year
while still maintaining a high level of service. Summer projects,
however, are definitely possible, and several have been planned:

--A study of stack densities and projected growth rates for all
areas of the Main Library stacks;

--An extensive shelf-reading project for both Main and Science-
Engineering Libraries;

--Increased documentation of departmental procedures. A loan
desk/circulation procedures manual is being developed that would
be of use to all circulating sites in the University Library system.
The Fines Office is also planning to develop a manual for training
new employees in that section.

Computer Operations will achieve a true independence this coming
year, with the arrival of David Buxton as the Assistant University
Librarian for Systems and Planning. Renovation plans can then
be seriously pursued. Budgets for wages, supplies, and capital
equipment are now being separated from Loan.

The Fines Office should benefit from the introduction of a new
administrative data processing system in the Campus Business Office.
The Fines Office will begin shortly to get daily rather than
intermittent reports of all library fines paid at the Administration
Building, and may in the future get its own terminal. The new
system will greatly help to ease communications problems between
the two offices and should result in fewer inconveniences to
students and other patrons.

Interviewing is progressing for the position of Head Loan Librarian.
The position should be filled by early Fall semester, and more
long-range planning may be accomplished.



LOAN DEPARTMENT CIRCULATION, FISCAL YEAR 1984-85

*All February figures are estimated; exact figures were unavailable
because of report problems related to the Geac software conversion.

Total Circulation (Including Reserve)

Main SEL

Summer 48,692 24,316

Fall 187,067 85,566

*Spring 178,848 92,297

Manual
charges 2,845 4,542

TOTAL 417,452 206,721

GRAND TOTAL: 624,173

Reserve Book Room Circulation

Main SEL

Summer 4,034 3,124

Fall 53,807 29,485

*Spring 47,408 30,424

Manual
charges 881 625

TOTAL 105,249 68,033

GRAND TOTAL: 173,282



BUILDING USE STATISTICS (Exit gate count), FISCAL YEAR 1984-85

RESHELVING STATISTICS

Main Library SEL

July 1984 84,119 36,962

August 96,688 41,387

September 191,963 89,544

October 226,311 104,890

November 185,578 88,890

December 115,066 71,755

January 1985 89,763 50,956

February 145,660 90,128

March 150,539 77,432

April 171,055 93,695

May 128,173 63,215

June 71,942 31,465

TOTAL 1,656,857 840,319

Main Library SEL

Discharges

Totals

Pickups Discharges Pickups

1984/85 435,810 466,347 226,296 223,215 1,351,668

1983/84 451,054 426,736 237,695 198,837 1,314,322

FINES OFFICE COLLECTIONS

1984/85 1983/84

Fines collected $66,495.07 $61,920.92

Library card replacements 2,597.00 2,408.00

Library book replacements 7,784.19 6,237.77

Total collections $76,876.26 $70,566.69
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SUMMARY

Introduction

The Map Collection experienced a year of change. A new
department head, James O. Minton was appointed in April 1984;
staff assumed expanded responsibilities for collection
development and additional assignnents in almost all areas of the
collection. Students in particular have been asked to assume
additional responsibilities in the operation of the department.
All of these changes have made for a more knowledgable
(department-wise) staff.

The department made a strong effort to estabi ish a cooperative
working relationship with all departments within the library
system. Several meetings have been called by Map Collection
staff to meet with members of other departments to discuss common
concerns, problems and solutions to these problems.

Ho urs

The Map Collection maintained the same weekday hours of operation
during 1984-1985.. In a cooperative attempt to standardize hours
within Central Services in the Main Library, the Map Collection
agreed to change its Saturday hours of operation from: 9:00-1:00
to 12:00-4:00 beginning in the Fall 1984.

Collection Development

The acquisitions (materials) budget for 1984/85 for cartographic
materials was approved at $9000.00. The exact expenditures will
be reported at a later date. The selection and acquisition of
materials for the Map Collection were accelerated during the
past year as compared to 1983/84. The department was back to
full staffing and new assignments were made in several areas of
collection development.. A major emphasis was made to select and
acquire materials from Latin America.

Students have spent many hours sending request cards for chamber
of commerce maps from across the United States. This project has
yielded many important maps generally unavailable from any other
source. Another project has been the expansion of the
dealers/publishers files and address file. Map Collection staff
are responsible for the selection and bibliographic verification
for all map orders. This file provides a valuable source of
information to users wishing to purchase maps, our own
acqisitions efforts, and cataloging information as well.

Several hundred duplicate maps were sent for exchange to Northern
Arizona University during the past year. Ari additicirial number
of maps and atlases were disposed of through the library book
sale..



Public Service

The staff has continued to provide excellent assistance to map
collection patrons. R significant change in using student
assistants on the reference desk has proved most successful.
Students have been able to work on other tasks while monitoring
the reference/loan desk.

R file of uncataloged, ready reference U. S. city street maps has
been established to provide immediate access to highly requested
material. This new file, located at the reference desk, provides
quick retrieval and re-filing.

In January of 198, the Map Collection staff mounted an exhibit
entitled "Cartographica Curiosa". The exhibit contained map
ashtrays, globe book ends, map place mats arid more. The exhibit
was successful and the staff continues to receive comments and
requests far information, relating to the exhibit.

Technical Services

The major change in cataloging involved the project initiated
late in the year to provide an In-Process card for all maps in
the Map Collection "backlog". The card will allow a "shelf list"
approach to all maps in the backlog.
The system allows for duplicates to be caught and provides user
access to the files.

The map cataloger completed and submitted to LC Geography and Map
Division the city Cutter list for cities and towns of Arizona.
This list will become part of a list of U. S. city Cutter files
to be published by LC and the University of Michigan later this
year.

Preservation/Conservation Act ivit ies

Map Collection staff have always been most concerned with the
preservation and cc'r,servation of materials housed in the
department. Mylar encapsulation is the major form to preserve
map items. Small, almost insignificant, measures are also
addressed every day in order to extend the life of cartographic
materials. Instructions on the use of map mateials is attached to
each item when circulated to patrons including ILL. Map staff
have been most active in organizations concerned with preserving
map materials.



MDr Strengths

Major efforts to contact faculty to encourage use of the
collection were made during the past year.. Over loo letters were
mailed out. to selected faculty members in more than 25
departments inviting them to visit the Map Collection and
encouraging them to utilize the resources and services of the
collection. Several faculty responded by visiting the collection
and making use of it for reference, research, or teaching
purposes.

major strength of the department lies in the ability of the
staff to select, acquire, and make available valuable
cartographic materials for the campus community. This process
requires many hours to prepare records and make this
information and materials accessible.

The g News Monthly has continued during the past year with a
special issue on imagery held by the collection planned for
early summer. In addition to the Monthly, several user guides
have been produced to provide users additional assistance in
locating materials within the department. Guides to rare
(antiques) map dealers and a guide to the purchase of globes have
been written and are available to map users. These lists should
provide patrons with quick access to address infrmation as well
as save staff time in providing service for this type of request.

Staff members in the department were active in conducting
sessions of the Library Skills program during the year, as well
as many lectures to classes as follows:

Teaching Geography, G553X - D. Steele
Real Estate 261 - D. Steele 3 Sections
Geosciences 302 - D. Steele 5 sections
French 453 - D. Steele
griculture 453 - D. Steele

Geography 500 - J. Minton, D. Steele
Library Science 571 - L. Cottrell 2 classes
Library Science 523 - L. Cottreli
Elementary Education - D. Steele
Geography 257 - D. Steele 2 Sections
Forum on Internship - L. Cottrell
Library Faculty Council - J. Minton
Staff Orientation - C. Ziegler - many sessions
Informal astronomy Group - J. Minton, L. Cottreli

Map staff have continued to develop their professional skills
through attending workshops and conferences locally, regionally,
and nationally. These continuing education opportunities allow
for the growth of the staff and allows them to keep abreast of
changing technology, trends and processes in order to offer the
University of flrizona staff, students, and faculty excellent
service.. Staff hold memberships in WPML, NÇCIS, PPCG,
IMDA, SL, MOUG, CML, RCSM, and NCSE.



Maaor Limitations

The greatest limitation in the Department continues to be the
lack of a clerical support staff member. Many departmental
clerical tasks are absorbed by higher-classified staff or by
student assistants or left undone. This is far too high a price
to pay for these tasks. It is difficult to attract students and
retain them for such on-going duties. The redundant training
required for student assistants, because of high turnovers, is
not cost efficient. decision package will be submitted
requesting the addition of a clerical position in the department.

Future Plans

The Map Collection submitted nine goals for 1984/85. fll of the
nine goals were accomplished. Goals for 1985/86 are:

Conduct and analyze departmental functions and workf lows.

Review all job descriptions for Map Collection staff.

Develop a lang-range space plan for the Cc'llect ion.

Review and evaluate the department's collection
development policy statement

Prepare and submit a decision package to Planning
Council a request for a Library Clerk I and student support.

Prepare job description for a Library Clerk I position
in the Map Collection.

7.. Prepare and submit a request to Planning Council an
increased wages budget.

8. Develop a long-range plan for Map Collection's
implernentaticun of a library automated system.



APPENDIX

MAP COLLECTION STATISTICS: 1984-85

ADD IT IONS

Books/Serials 293

Microfiche - 103

Sheet Maps 4,662

TOTAL 5,058

WITHDRAWALS

Books/Serials - 347

Sheet Maps - 1, 123

TOTAL 1,470

TOTAL HOLDINGS

Aerial Photographs - 16,331

Sheet Maps 173,380

Microfiche - 1,163

Microfilm Reels 11

TOTAL 190,885

PUBLIC SERVICES STATISTICS

- Circulation

Home Use - 8,018

Library Use - - 28,359

TOTAL 36,377

-Reference Quest ions (Inquiries Answered) TOTAL 6, 177
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SUMMARY

Trying to provide a synopsis of the 1984-85 year in the Media Center
leaves one with a sentiment very like that uttered by the king in The King
and I when he said, "There are times I almost think I am not sure of what
I absolutely know." We think we know that this past year was a very good
one for the department. What we are not sure of is why we think so, since
there were no major events or outstanding happenings to point to as prime
examples. Preliminary statistics do indicate a steady pattern of use of
the department's collections compared to a year ago, and continued growth
in the amount of reference services offered to those collections.

The department's routines which had been previously established were
used with few changes or refinements needed during the year. This and the
fact that the department did not face any major staff turnovers after
October 1984 contributed to a year of relatively smooth operation through
reliable staff performance. Department members did benefit from the
availability of an IBM-PC to convert some manual files into machine readable
files (i.e. the department's equipment inventory) and to create some very
unique and helpful media materials indexes (i.e. the Archival Radio Program
Index). This one equipment item also contributed to a consistent and
characteristic year. . 0one in which the Media Center continued to provide
its expected level of high performance and service.

It is often unwise to make absolute claims. Charles Duell is said
to have made one in 1899 when he urged President McKinley to abolish the
U.S. Patent office by stating that "Everything that can be invented has
been invented." History proved him wrong. It may prove us wrong, too,
in our self-satisfactory assessment that 1984-85 was a very good year for
the Media Center despite the lack of momentous occurances. Five or ten
years from now we may look back and see the year as an ordinary one. But
probably not. Typical maybe, but not ordinary. There is very little that
is ordinary about working with media; which is one reason why even a
typical year is a very good one in the Media Center.



STRENGTHS

Statistics for Media Center services show that once again the depart-
ment's staff has worked hard to handle an increasing demand for its time
and assistance. By averaging five GEAC circulation reports issued this past
year (August, October, December, February and May), it appears that circu-
lation of media titles may total over 19,600 for the department. This
represents an increase of 5,000 titles over last year. Two-fifths of this
increase was for what we consider one of our most important services, use
of media reserve items. As in previous years, daily reference statistics
were tallied in the department. Figures for these indicate that by the end
of April, the department had answered almost 147 more queries than during
the entire previous year. Statistics through April also show that the
number of room set-ups and video playback hours scheduled by Media staff
had equalled or exceeded the previous year's totals. The Media Center staff
is certainly the department's major strength in both quantity and quality
of work performed. A note about collection use should be made in reference
to the change in scheduled Saturday hours for the department. This year
the Media Center changed its Saturday service hours from morning to after-
noon. The staff agrees that the change has resulted in higher use of the
facilities and collection for the day.

0f course, the collections are also becoming stronger. While 10,000
media titles represents a relatively small collection, it is a highly used
one. This use can be largely attributed to staff efforts to create special
indexes to the collection to help promote it. For instance, this past year
an index by series was created for over 1200 archival radio programs con-
tained on over 500 audio cassettes. Another staff project involved the
creation of a name index to 240 bird slides in a large set arranged by bird
order and family. A third project was the creation of a tribal listing of
American Indian dances, songs and music on phonorecords in the Media Center.
Arid a new edition of the videotape catalog appears each June. This year's
list contained nearly 100 new program titles. The year also marks the
department's first efforts to obtain IBM compatible microcomputer diskette
programs and to work out procedures for handling them. Finally, the collection
is stronger because more cataloged media titles are being received in the
department. The Media Center is pleased to report that the number of audio-
visual titles received from the Cataloging Department this year is nearly
double that of a year ago. Bravo!



LIMITATIONS

When the Media Center received its first microcomputer this past year,
we began to realize that there was a great deal for each staff member to
learn. Most of us have taught ourselves the basics of operating it in con-
junction with a word processing or data management program that we can
apply to our individual job tasks. However, each of us still feels a little
like Winnie the Pooh when he said, "You canTt help respecting someone who
can spell Tuesday, even if he doesn?t spell it right." Our skills are
adequate, but with additional and more formal training for using the variety
of microcomputer programs becoming available in the Media Center, we will
respect ourselves even more for our skill in using the hardware. . . and using
it right. The department's major limitation regarding microcomputers,
however, is not staff skill; it is the lack of hardware stations available
for public use. Having only one unit has not allowed us to limit the use
of software programs to "library-use-only", or to promote use by patrons
who may not have their own hardware units or access to a hardware unit else-
where on campus. A first step has been taken by the department in requesting
two public use stations as part of our depattment's 1985-86 capital equip-
ment request.

As expressed in previous annual reports, the lack of professional
back-up in the deaprtment is keenly felt. When one considers all the
service functions of the department, the growth of the collections, the
expanding use of them, and the increase in requests by users for information
about media, the reference and instructional demands re significant. The
department has been fortunate in having some outstanding staff members who
are willing to go above and beyond the requirements of their job responsi-
bilities to provide reference and instructional service, but this cannot
be demanded. Perhaps a full-time professional position is not yet warranted,
but any means for providing a part-time position should be investigated
because the need for a second professional librarian in the department is
increasingly apparent.



FUTURE PLANS

Making plans for the Media Center is usually dependent upon the
availability of adequate hardware systems. Sometimes we feel like echoing
Woody Allen's sentiment when he said, "If only God would give me a clear
sign! Like making a large deposit in my name in a Swiss bank." If
Media's capital equipment requests for a large screen video projector and
microcomputer stations are filled, undoubtedly our plans for the coming
year include establishing training and utilization procedures with the
equipment for the department's staff and users. After the deposit is
made, we will be in a position to follow through with practical plans to
put it to use.

Not all plans are a maybe situation. Media can proceed with certain
goals immediately. One will be to begin entering Kindergarten through
12th grade Textbook Collection data into the GEAC on-line data base. We
hope to enter at least 4000 of the 12,000 records needed to have the
collection completely represented in the data base. Another goal will be
to prepare additional indexes to special media materials such as recorded
speeches and an updated list of microcomputer holdings in the library
system. A third is to complete a manual of procedures for the department's
staff outlining equipment operation and maintenance practices.

Finally, plans are to revise a proposal for a decision package to
establish a video playback lab for the library that can be considered for
submission in the spring of 1986.

Statistics for 1984-1985 to be appended after July 1, 1985.



AP P END IX

Statistical Summaries

1984 - 1985

Section I Media Center Acquisitions and Holdings

Sectioi II Summaries of Services 1982 - 1985



D. 1983-1985 Media PIECES Cataloged

1983 Holdings 1984 Adds

82,490 3,184

1984 Holdings 1985 Adds

84,942 4,306

Section I

Media Center Acquisitions and Holdings

Holding Summaries 1982-1985
1982 1983 1984 1985

Media Titles 6,353 9,705* 9,859 10,139
K - 12 Texts 11,537 11,708 11,940 11,926
Juv. Books (Statistics kept by the 20,239 (est.)

Cataloging Department)
* identified as separately circulating GEAC titles

ORDER REQUESTS placed through the Media Center
1982-83 1983-84 1984-85

Media titles 225 419 389
Book titles 268 366 609

493 785 998

1983-1985 Media TITLES Cataloged

1983 Holdings 1984 Adds 1984 Withdrawals Net 1984 Holdings
6,759* 171 17 154 9,859

*expanded to 9,705 separately circulating titles on GEAC

1984 Holdings 1985 Adds 1985 Withdrawals Net 1985 Holdings

9,859 300 20 280 10,139

1984 Withdrawals

332

1985 Withdrawals

-- Net 1984 Holdings

84,942

Net 1985 Holdings

32 4,274 89,216



E. 1984-1985 Media Center Cataloged Titles by SUBJECT

Class Field of Information Titles Percent
Number

B-BJ Philosophy 4

BL-BX Religion 0 1.3

C Sciences of History 2

D History: General (Eastern) 5

E-F History (Western) 35

G Geography, Anthro., Recreation 17 19.6

H Social Sciences 23

J Political Sciences 4

K Law 2

L Education 14 14.3

M Music 4

N Fine Arts 29 11.0

P-PA Classical Languages & Literature 3

PB-PH Modern European Language 15

PJ-PM Lang. & Lit, of Asia, Africa, etc. 3

PN General Literature
PQ Modern European Literature i

PR-PT English & American Literature 38

PZ Juvenile Literature 11 26.0

Q Science & Mathematics 41

R Medicine & Health 5

S Agriculture 5

T Technology 16 22.3

U-V Military & Naval 4 1.3

Z Bibliography, Library Science 12 4.0

Totals 300 100%



*figures estimated (no GEAC reports for Feb.'85 due to software conversion)

A.

Section II

Comparative Summaries of Services

INFORMATION REQUESTS

1982-1985

1982-83 1983-84 1984-85

Reference 3,773 3,561 4,287
Directional 4,873 5,610 7,312

Totals 8,646 9,171 11,599

B. INSTRUCTIONAL SESSIONS
1982-83 1983-84 1984-85

Total sessions 40 25 28

Total students 690 375 583
Total hours 32.5 23 26

C. EQUIPMENT AND ROOM USE
1982-83 1983-84 1984-85

Equip. requests 5,232 5,219 5,477*

Room requests 3,277 2,897 3,259
Room hours 4,338 3,880 4,446
VTR hours 3,351 2,931 3,517

D. CIRCULATION
1982-83 1983-84 1984-85

Media titles 11,161 14,044 18,066*

E. RESERVE STATISTICS
1983-84 1984-85

Total items placed on reserve 556 470
Total reserve circulation 3,542 3,898*
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Summary

The year 19821/85 has been one of stability for the Acquisitions
Department. Departmental statistics show that acquisitions have
returned to the measured growth that we have experienced over the
past five years with the exception of the disasterous 1982/83
year when we suffered an untimely budget cut. The state appro-
priation increased 15% but was tempered by a decrease in nonstate
funding for an overall increase of 12% in the materials budget.
With U.S. inflation down somewhat and the strong dollar abroad we
have been able to honor nearly all demands made on us this fiscal
year.

Computer related activities within the department remained a
focus this year. A strong interest in software development has
led Stephen Bosch to create statistical programs to monitor
selection activity, bibliograhic searching, our receiving statis-
tics, and the wages payroll. The shelf list measurement data has
been entered on-line and year to year growth can now be automati-
cally charted. A program to handle dissertation and theses
correspondence between the Department and University Microfilms
has been developed, as well.

After ten years, the American imprint approval plan with Baker &
Taylor was terminated and, in January 1985, we began a new pro-
gram with Blackwell North America. Information sessions vere
held for all interested staff and comments on the proposed change
were evaluated. It was our hope that a change would result in a
more refined profile and speedier receipt of material and thus
far the change has had positive results.

Staffing within the Department has remained relatively stable
this year and as a result we have been able to create a proce-
dures manual for vendor relations activities, and have made
substantial progress on revising the Accounting Section manual,
the Bibliograhic searching manual, the Check-in manual and the
Typing Section manual. In addition, we have trained all interes-
ted staff in WordStar, SuperCaic, Lotus 1-2-3, DBase II, and
SuperFile .

The formation of a Collection Development Committee after a lapse
of five or more years has to some extent called into question
procedures and decisions made in the Acquisitions Department.
Additionally, the formation of a new Bindery and Preseration
Department has reduced our involvement in preservation activities
and though some confusion has resul ted, time and some written
procedures should solve most of the problems we have encountered
this year. The creation of these two new entities, however, has
brought renewed energy and excitement to the Department and
opened the challenges of collection development and preservation
to a wider audience.
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Strengths

The collection continues to be our greatest strength and source
of pride. Though it is becoming increasingly difficult to pur-
chase collection because of the duplication rate, an occasional
collection will come to our attention which merits purchase. One
such collection was purchased this year--a 955 volume collection
of Russian poetry. Although its strength lies primarily in 20th
century Imprints, many standard literary editions of the 19th
century are well represented as well as a substantial number of
elusive Russian emigre imprints. This purchase combined with a
large purchase of current emigre publications, has brought our
holdings of this genre to a level necessary to support the re-
search interests in our Russian Department.
This year marked the acquisitions of' the Library's three mil-
lionth volume. The book chosen to celebrate this exciting event
was a first edition of Ulysses bound by British hand bookbinder
Philip Smith. The Ulysses de8ign is a leather sculpture triptych
that includes two volumes of text and a container to hold the
volumes. Each volume and the container is a separate sculpture
that come together to form a unified work of art. Theadditlon
of the Ulysses forms the cornerstone of our collection of contem-
porary British bindings begun with the purchase, in 1981, of
bindings by Ivor Robinson and Dennis Wilcox. Subsequent pur-
chases of bindings by Sandy Cockerell, Denise Lubett, Sally Lou
Smith and Gemmi O'Connor are additional examples added to this
collection during the past four years.
The Library's Medieval and Renaissance studies holdings were
enhanced by two major purchases this year: ijQIumenta Germaniae
Historica, the major archive for early German history and Rerum
Italicarum Scriptores, the monumental anthology of historical
Italian documents beginning with the fall of Rome and ending with
the 15th century.
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Limitations

Limitations are essentially unchanged from last year. Selection
of materials continues to be the most serious problem. The
continuing emphasis on purchasing retrospective materials means
that the Acquisitions librarians are spending increasing amounts
of time on book selection, yet some areas remain without adequate
coverage, specifically in the social sciences. New programs are
creating demands that we cannot fully meet. A proposal to create
a Center for Slavic and East European Studies has generated a
great deal of interest in Slavic materials which are among the

most difficult to secure and to process. The Medieval and
Renaissance Studies group continues to be very active as well and
we are now building substantial desiderata files to satisfy their
retrospective needs. The arrival on the campus of the foremost
Luther scholar in the world is also creating pressure on the

Acquisitions Department. Reformation studies have never been a
serious interest among our faculty and our holdings are quite
weak. We are doing what we can to meet faculty and graduate
needs but much more needs to be done.

The bibliograhic search unit's level of production will be impos-
sible to maintain if the student wages budget is not increased in
the coming year. The new catalog has created a dramatic increase
in the work of the bibliographic search unit. Twenty percent is
a conservative estimate of the increased work required by this
area because of a second card catalog. Dual imprints, reprints,

added volumes, and later printings are examples of material that
must be checked in both catalogs and unfortunately such items
cannot be identified in advance. GEAC is unreliable for our
purposes because of its serious indexing problems and the card
catalogs still serve as our only means of identifying in process

records. While it is possible to streamline the searching pro-
cess by eliminating the "old catalog" search, this short cut will
lead to a much higher duplication rate and will decrease the
amount and accuracy of bibliographic information which is needed
to make informed collection development decisions. The impact on
other Technical Services areas, particlarly PreCatalog searching
and the Adds Section, would be serious as well.

The Acquisitions Department is fast approaching the point where
the Department should be fully automated. Good, inexpensive,
turnkey systems are now available that would allow us to abandon
our paper files, refine our fund accounting and eliminate dupli-
cation of effort. Moreover, as serial check-in is often a part
of an automated acquisitions system, we should be able to auto-
mate that antiquated procedure as well. The time has come if
money could be appropriated for this activity.
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Future Plans

Create a Gifts and Exhanges procedure manual and streamline
the work of the section.

Explore the possibility of approval plans for Bolivian,
Ecuadoriari, Spanish and Portuguese imprints.

Seek improved methods for acquiring Mexican imprints--
possibly through a change of approval plan dealers.

. Create a computer procedures manual for the Accounting
Section.

Revise Gift acknowledgement routines in light of the Tax
Reform Act of 1984.

Further streamline bibllographjc searching procedures.

Explore the possibility of establishing ari in-house software
library for staff.

Institute a training program for the clerk typists to
acquaint them with bibliograhic searching and use of the
OCLC terminal.

Conduct a major study of U.S. vendor performance.

EL : ba



State Funds

Books
Serials

Total State Funds

Special Grants

Gifts and Memorials

CONSOLIDATED EXPENDITURE STATISTICS

1984/85

$1,553, 187.46

1,563,995.22

$3,117,182.68

302,541.60

4,758.81

Total Expenditures $3,424,483.09



EXPENDITURES BY LIBRARY ALLOCATIONS

(State Budgeted Funds)

Fund Allocation Spent

Business/Economics $ 9,510:00 $ 13,505.76
Communications 600.00 792.20
Documents 3,630.00 1,852.39
Education 9,010.00 3,667.99
Fine Arts 62,360.00 54,780.75
Geography/Anthropology 24,720.00 24,293.50
History 81,660.00 101,620.33
Library Science 10,000.00 9,537.08
Literature (English) 58,000.00 65,108.88
Literature (Foreign) 62,300.00 79,356.87
Cartographic Materials 9,000.00 11,472.82
Media-AV 24,740.00 23,829.22
Media-Books 6,400.00 5,806.28
Music 24,700.00 21,090.73
OSC-Chinese 7,000.00 5,561.46
OSC-South Asian 1,300.00 1,243.20
OSC-Japanese 15,340.00 1Z,359.16
OSC-Mideast/Persian 16,610.00 14,754.04
Philosophy/Religion 30,790.00 21,212.27
Photography 26,050.00 28,338.87
Political Science/Law 12,880.00 9,123.90
Psychology 1,660.00 1,697.32
Reference/Bibliography 22,830.00 53,144.19
Sd-Tech Agriculture 11,050.00 7,694.97
Sci-Tech Engineering 23,040.00 24,653.75
Sci-Tech Life Sciences 16,590.00 16,516.80
Sci-Tech Medical Sciences 5,530.00 3,689.78
Sci-Tech Computer Sciences 4,600.00 4,995.68
Sci-Tech Physical Sciences 31,330.00 26,432.31
Sociology 7,400.00 7,941.18
Special Collections/Ariz. 37,350.00 53,464.12
Special Collections/Rare 30,170.00 32,584.40
Periodicals 1,143,000.00 1,117,019.60
Serials 321,000.00 339,034.27
Backfiles 90,000.00 101,879.38
Replacements 10,000.00 6,061.97
Approval 190,000.00 201,945.40
Book Contin.-Revo 142,000.00 123,198.24
Book Contin.-Kardex 50,000.00 43,077.02
Deposit Accounts 33,000.00 26,300.00
Recurring Charges 25,000.00 18,897.18
Bindery 213,910.00 213,915.28
Use Tax 171,000.00 135,691.60
Acquisitions Reserve 23,940.00 28,297.40
Postage 16,000.00 14,743.14

Total $3,117,000.00 $3,117,182.68



SPECIAL GRANTS

F und Allocation Spent

Auxiliary I (426797) $255,854.00 $255,785.12

Auxiliary II (471087) 40,700.00 40,577.88

Book Replacements (209863) 7,409.26 -

Asset Disposal (680444) 5,647.67 5,647.00

Turkish Grant (942509) 531.60 531.60

Total $310,142.53 $302,541.60



GIFTS AND MEMORIALS

Fund

$

Allocation

$

Spent

Hattich Memorial (302458)

Pickrell Memorial (302470)

Sullivan Memorial (311551)

Lamb Memorial (340114)

*Revolving Fund (302492)

835.03

119.34

1,969.81

943.10

14,755.90

650.50

-

593.05

446.25

3,069.01

Total $18,623.18 $4,758.81

*Made up of donations from the Alumni Foundation and small gifts.
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SUMMARY

Planning for the formal-ion of a separate Bindery/Preservation
Department began early ¡n 1984 when the Library Planning
Council identified preservation of the collections as a high
priority for the Library. Because no increase in personnel
was expected, the decision was made to create the new
department from the existing Bindery Section of the Catalog
Department.

After the new Assistant University Librarian for Technical
Services began work late in 1984, a formal plan of activities
for the new department and the AUL was drawn up. In January
1985 Susan Beardsley was named as Head, Bindery/Preservation
and assumed her place as a member of the Technical Services
Department Heads Group, a member of Planning Council and a
member of Librarians' Council. A position reclassification
request had gone to University Personnel in October 1984.
Unfortunately, there has been no action to reclassify Ms.
Beardsley's position. In fact, an audit of her position in
March resulted in a denial of the request.

Because of Ms. Beardsley's new status and because of the
rapidly changing nature of library preservation work,
training has been a top priority for the past five months.
Both Ms. Beardsley and the AUL for Technical Services
attended a conference on planning for preservation in early
March. The information and contacts from that meeting have
proved useful many times over since then.

Special activities which followed rapidly after the
conference included a presentation for the staff about the
conference, a film and talk on library binding by Fred
Roswell of Roswell Bindery, and a clean-up day in Technical
Services. Prior to the clean-up all staff received a fI 1er
on proper handling of library materials. A slide/tape show
made by the Library of Congress on the handling of library
materials has been ordered. With the handout, this show will
be the main training device for staff from all over the
library system.

A special exhibit about the care of library materials was
mounted in the display cases outside the Library Office.
This high visibility aree has allowed numerous library staff,
users, and special visitors to view the exhibit and consider
the damage which can be caused by thoughtless use of library
materials. The favorable comments on the exhibit have been
very gratifying.

in Technical Services work on examining the flow of damaged
and brittle materials in and out of the Division has begun.
A special area has been set aside for shelving these
materials in Bindery/Preservation while various treatment
alternatives are being explored. We are no longer using the
Roswell deacidiflca-l-ion service, but the repair and restore
service may still be valuable for books whose paper is not
too brittle.
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STRENGTHS

The well trained and efficient bindery staff are a major
asset to the department and the new program. Susan
Beardsley's own well organized style and good management of
existing resources has enabled us to do more in the past five
months without adding staff.

The enthusiasm of the staff all over the I ibrary for the new
program has been a real positive force In planning and
Implementing the program. They are eager for Information and
concerned about the handling of materials on a daily basis.
The interest which they have shown has made the programs we
have done seem doubly worthwhile.

2



L IMITAT IONS

The denial of reclassification for Ms. Beardsley has been a
severe blow to morale. As the workload and level of
responsibility have increased, Ms. Beards ley has worked
harder and made a real effort to respond In her new role.
She Is the only member of Planning Council who is not a

librarian, but she has not been intimidated by this. She has
made a real effort to change her view of the Library and her
role and her department's role.

Space for new programs for inhouse repair and phased
treatment of brittle and damaged books will be problem before
1985/86 is over. At present the most pressing space need Is
for an office for the head. This could be solved in a

temporary manner with the purchase of office landscaping.
The request for this will be made in the 1985/86 equipment
budget.

Staffing w il I also be a I im ited resource in the
Bindery/Preservation Department. The department has kept all
of the duties assigned to It as a section of the Catalog
Department. The new responsibilties of the head keep her
away from the day to day problems which she used to handle
routinely. These problems now tend to be directed to the
second In command Anita Godfrey orto any available staff
member. Additional tasks in repair will have an affect on
the amount of processing which can accomplished by ful ltime
staff. An Increase in the student wages has been requested
in an attempt to cover existing responsibilities.
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FUTURE PLANS

In 1985/86 the preservation program w ill still have an
emphasis on training for the staff in Bindery/Preservation
and the staff all over the library system. The new
slide/tape show will be used in staff meetings w ith the
existing handout. A display of major proportions will be set
up in the Main Library to coinside with the opening of
school. The same exhibit will be put up on a smal 1er scale
in the Science Library later in the semester. Information
about proper hand li ng of ¡ i brary material s w ill be i n new
staff orientation.

The department head will attend a special workshop for In-
house repair techniques ¡n August. With these new skills the
department will update its repair programs to be in line with
present accepted practice. At the same time, the flow of
damaged and brittle material s will be standardized so that
decisions about repair in-house, repair by the bindery, no
repair or replacement are made in a systematic fashion.

Cleaning the stacks in the Main Library and Science Is a

project to be coordinated with the Head of Loan. Other
smaller stack areas also wIll need attention. The extent of
the Library's brittle book problem will also need to be
assessed, either during cleaning or in a separate project.

The Head of the Department has had training on preparing a
disaster plan for the Library. With the pressures of daily
work this isa difficult project to implement. A Library
committee may be needed to assist in this. Other projects
will also require the cooperation and support of outside
staff. Improved conditions for books on exhibit, special
handling and treatment of fragile materials in coliections
outside of Main and Science, and special treatments for
special formats will be the primary responsibl ity of staff
other than those in Bindery/Preservation. The Department
will do its best to assist with. these problems.

With so many new projects it will be Important not to neglect
the old. With so many staff involved in the binding decision
making process, training and written procedures are necessary
to ensure that uniform decisions are being made. Processing
and especially GEAC work will involve the department in the
issues of quality control in the data base.

In spite of the overwhelming amount of work and change ahead,
the attitude of the department remains positive. The
importance of the charge to preserve the col lect ions of a

great research library is fully understood and appreciated by
those involved.
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Adds 3,849
Updates 3,915
Update series 1,393
Series adds 762
Uncatalogued Books 15,294
Brittle books (Dogs) 171
Harvard Yen-Ching 2,072 (Project finished)
Uncatalogued Microfiche 784

Special Projects include: Having two people cross-train in the Catalog Dept; one
person training in the Authority Section and one in the Pre-Catalog Section. Two
people cross trained in the Bindery/Preservation Dept. from the Pre-Catalog Section,
leaing book processing and GRAO routines. The Dept. exhibited a display on book
preservation for the month of May. We finished adding bibliographic records for the
Harvard Yen-Ching collection to the GRAO data base.

*Statistics do not include standard labeling, pocketing or tattle-taping of new or
reclassified books; or the lettering of microfiche.

Te of
Activity 1983-84

__ç

1984-85
Percent of
Difference

Repairs
Old Books 2,941 2,528 -14.04
New Books 618 816 +32.03

Miscellaneous
Pam-binders 2,746 3,788 +37.94
Signs 35 18 -48.57
Cut pages 423 433 +2.36

New Books Needing
Special Processing
Music Collection

Folders 164 236 +43.90
Pam-binders 136 535 4294.11
As-Is 127 120 -5.51
Envelopes 8 4 -50.
Records 326 566 +73.61
Tapes and cassettes 53 i -98.11

Special Collections and
Ctr for Creative Photog.

Paper Jackets 781 963 +23.30
Plastic Jackets 676 973 44393
Flags 816 1,402 +71.81
Pam-binders 336 302 -10.11

Special Lettering 197 433 +119.79

TOTAL NTJER OF BOOKS
RECEIVING SPECIAL
PROCES SING 3,860 5,536 +43.419

Microfilm Processed 2,825 3,483

TOTAL NUMBER 0F ITEMS
RECEIVING EXTRA
PROCESSING 13,203 16,602 +25.744

GEAC Statistics



TYPE OF
BI ND ING

Journals
CPMR-Science
CPNM-Mai n
Serials
Documents
USC, Chinese
Special CoiL
CCP
USC, Japanese
USC, Near East
Library Science
Stacks/Repair
Herba nu in

¡'iap Coli.
Library Office
Orientation
Music
Media Ctr.
Cat. Dept.,
Monographic

Centrai Ref.
Science Ref.
TOTAL JOURNALS

Percent of difference
Percent of difference

Books-Class A
Main/Science/USC
Map Coli.
C CP

Library Science
Special Coil.
Media Ctr,
Science Ref.
Herbarium
RBR
Centrai Ref.

BINDERY STATISTICS----1984-85

1983--8k
STANDARD

5,56?
3,250
1 039

97L4

311
190
161
21 1
13719
116

13
27

i 983-81+
PUSH

353
L.98

12,135 1,225

- Standard Journals +.11
- Rush Journals = -12.1O

198k-85
STAN DA P D

198k-85
RUSH

3
5

33k
506

i ,073-

TOTAL BOONE-CLASS A 6,333 110 7,1+61 85

Percent of difference - Standard Books-Class A = 17,31
Percent of difference - Rush Books-Class A = -22.72

Books-Foreign Bound
Han Wen 101
China Post 37
CM C 28

TOTAL BOOKS-FOREIGN BOUND 166 0

2 5,176 23
60 3,001 2k

716
267 1,961+ 163

176
1 Lf3 5
77

260
170
119

5 285 3
9

11

6,121 10 7,295 57
111 1 11
17 68 1

1+2 1 61 9
12 26

2

11

12



BINDERY STATISTICS----198k-85 (Cont.)

TYPE OF 1983-8k 1983-8k 198k-85 198k-85
BINDING STANDARD PUSH STANDARD RUSH

Books-Mylar
Nain/Science/OSC 2,162 26 8,250 23
Library Science 2L 90
COP lo 2 8k 5
Céntral Ref. 27
Science Ref. 2
Media Ctr. 2
Map Coli.,

Polyester Encap.
TOTAL BOOKS-YLAP 2,k96 23 8,k25 59

Percent of difference - Standard Books-iyiar +237.5k
Percent of difference - Rush Books-iyiar = +110.71

i1usic 126 17 32k 11

Sëmj.Restorations 316 131

Full Restorations 28 20

Theses
(Special cdii.) 113 5 169
(C CP)

Siipcases
(Special Coil.)

News pap e r s
(Special Coil.) k8 56

Clamshells
:ap Coli. 2 2
Special Coil. 1 2

TOTAL CLAISHELLS 3 k

Atlases
Nap Coil. 20 1 10
'iain
Science
Serials 1

TOTAL ATLASES 23 1 10



BINDERY STATISTICS----198Lf-85 (Cant.)

Spiral Binds
Music 2
OSO, Japanese i

Science Ref.

TOTAL SPIRAL BINDS k

Portfolios
Map Coli. 3
Special Coli.

TOTAL PORTFOLIOS k

TOTAL VOLUMES BOUND 21,791 i ,395 28,758 i,k5k

Percent of difference - Standard Total Volumes = +31.97
Percent of difference - Rush Total Volumes = +k.22

1983-8k 198L1.-85

Standard/Rush Cumulative Volumes Bound 23,186 30,212

Percent of difference - Standard/Rush Cumulative Volumes = +30.30

TYPE OF 1983-8k 1983-8k 198k-85 198k-85
BINDING STANDARD RUSH STANDARD RUSH

Special Cases 127 127

Wraparounds 38 29 1

Dictionaries
Central Ref.
OSC Ref.

3

Scienc e 8
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I. SUNMARY OF ACTIVITY

In the past year, the Catalog Department enjoyed a low rate of turnover of
career staff, no new professional librarian resignations, and the filling
of all vacant professional librarian positions. In January, 1985, for the
first time in at least three years, the department had a full professional
and career staff. The stable career staff and the addition of new
librarians contributed to a record breaking year for the department.

The department also settled into its new structure and adjusted to the
workflow set up in the 1983/84 reorganization of the department. The
reorganization, which streamlined some procedures and eliminated others,
also contributed to the increased production. The department continued to
review responsibilties of the staff and a major change, the transfer of
some OCLC editing/card production responsibilities to the Typing Section,
had a major impact on the production of the copy catalogers.

The number of monographic titles processed by the staff increased
significantly from the previous year with the statistics from the first
three quarters indicating an increase of at least 20%. The increase in
production resulted in the processing of materials in a number of backlogs.
Inroads were made into the Special Collections backlog, the theses backlog
and the ten-year old monographic backlog. The department also revised the
processing workflow for Special Collections materials so that new materials
are not added to the current backlogs.

While increasing the quantity of work in the department was a major
concern, the department also took a number of steps that insured the
quality of the catalog records. Copy catalogers are reviewing fixed field
data; all catalogers are signing their work by having their initials
appear on the catalog cards; a new revision process was Set up for
original records.

Along with the catalog departments at Indiana University, The University of
California- Riverside, The University of Delaware, and The University of
Utah, the UA Library Catalog Department is participating in a $600,000
Title lIC grant project of cataloging on OCLC the titles in the Wing Short
Title Catalogue. This one year grant project employs two career staff and
two professional librarians to catalog Arizona's assignment of 6,000 rare
books on microfilm. Since the department lacks a rare books cataloger, the
project staff and the department head are spending many hours learning the
intricacies of describing rare books.

Catalog department staff participated in a number of different staff
development progams in the past year. Some of the highlights from the past
year are: all section supervisors attended the series of supervisory
workshops and then participated in follow up meetings in the department; a

number of staff participated in staff sharing opportunities both within the
department and with other departments in the library; staff were trained
to use the IBM pc's and the new OCLC/M300 terminals; many staff served as
members on library committees; and six librarians are committee members
within national professional associations.



Original Catalogers

Five new catalog librarians were recruited and hired for the department.
Although the newest librarians are still in training, the original
cataloging statistics continued to rise. The formal training period for
all new catalogers has either ended or is near completion.

Wing Project Section

Although it appeared that the project would be in trouble when the one
possible candidate for the project supervisor's job turned the offer down,
the personnel requirements were revised and staff were successfully hired
and trained. The project is proceeding very smoothly and production rates
are more than satisfactory. The project staff assisted in developing the
procedures and workflow. The two project librarians, who were new to the
profession, were training the career staff in rare book cataloging within
two months after the project started.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

The major strength of the department is a dedicated, hardworking staff.
Although the following list of acheivements by each section is not
comprehensive, it does highlight the accomplishments of the individual
areas in this large department.

Pre-Catalog Section

The Pre-Catalog Section reorganized the remote backlogs and made a major
move of the Chinese/Japanese materials from the Main Library to the
Science-Engineering Library. The section added CEAC control numbers and
records for the microfiche backlog. And, it kept current with searching
new acquisitions as well as processing an estimated 7,000 volumes from the
frozen backlog.

050 Copy Catalog Section

This section remained current with new materials throughout the year even
though additional responsibilities were added to the section in late FY
1983/84. A major backlog of Special Collections books with 050 records was
cleared by the section.

090 Copy Catalog Section

The section cataloged more books this year than last while taking on the
added responsibility of revising in the new card catalog and having the
easier 090 books assigned to the 050 Copy Catalog Section. Progress was
made in making procedures for special materials more effective and
efficient which resulted in having more of these materials processed by the
section.

Authority Team

During the past year, the Authority Team was able to reduce the processing
time for books from 6 weeks to 5 days. The section became current with
processing subject authority work and made progess documenting the sections
policies and procedures. Section staff also trained other staff in the use
of the IBM personal computer and the OCLC/M300 terminal. The staff also
spent numerous hours assisting with the installation of the M300's in the
library.

Typing Section

When the catalogers process more books, the amount of work in the Typing
Section also increases: more cards were received, more filing was
required, more cross references were typed, more workforms were input.
Even with this increase in work, the filing backlogs in all catalogs were
eliminated early in the year and have not built back up. A new major
responsibility, editing and producing of copy catalog records, was also
added to the section. The transfer of this responsiblity to the section is
one of the major factors in the increased production of the department.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The department had an increase in Slavic language materials which resulted
in the Social Science Catalog Librarian devoting the majority of his time
to processing Slavic materials. Although the 050 copy Russian
materials were transferred to a copy cataloger with Russian language
expertise, assistance is also needed to handle the 090 copy materials. It
is hoped that in the next year, this copy catalog position will be
redefined to also handle the 090 copy materials. The ideal solution for
the department would be the funding of a Slavic Catalog Librarian with
career staff support. It is hoped that any future plans by the Russian and
Slavic Languages Department to expand its program and the collection, will
take into account the lack of library technical support for processing
these materials.

With the one year vacancy of the Middle Eastern/South Asian Catalog
Librarian position, the department built a backlog of materials in these
areas and plans for implementing full romanizatiön of these lanugages were
also delayed. The department was at a disadvantage because no procedures
or policies were written for processing these materials, and the only
person with knowledge of the process worked in the Oriental Studies
Collection. During the vacancy period, the Oriental Studies Department
also requested that the Catalog Department increase its student help. The
Oriental Studies Collection assisted the department with both cataloging
and with training the new students. With the catalog librarian position now
filled, the irocessing of these materials is increasing. Historically, the
turnover rate of this position has been high and the area suffers from a
lack of policy and continuity. The new Middle Eastern Catalog Librarian is
also implementing the romanization policy and recording the procedures.

The installation of the new version of GEAC and subsequent problems with
the new system caused numerous delays in processing in the department. The
department is dependent on the GEAC system and interuptions in service
continue to affect the workflow.

The reorganization of the department and the continual review of staffing
levels resulted in some shifts in personnel as well as new plans for better
utilization of current staff. The university-wide delays in processing the
position reviews continues to result in a delay in implementing some
necessary staffing changes. The delays also have a negative impact on
staff morale.

Although great strides were made in processing materials with 090 copy, the
090 Copy Catalog Section continues to suffer from too much work for too few
people. Plans are made for a review of staff allocation in the next year.

Although the department gained space by processing materials in the
backlog, it lost space when the four staff members were added for the Wing
STC Project. Space for people and space for storing materials continues to
be a problem in the department. It is hoped that the planned review of the
Technical Services area will provide assistance in alleviating some of
these problems.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

Documentation

The Cataloging Policy Board, which did not meet regularly in the past year,
will resume regular meetings and preparation of departmental policies. The
050 Copy Catalogers will review current policies, procedures and workflow
patterns. When new documentation is needed, the section will develop it.

Review Staffing Levels

The new structure and workflow in the Catalog Department have been in place
for over a year and it appears that staffing allocations among the sections
need to be reviewed. It is possible that staff may be reassigned or that
duties will be transferred.

Preservation

The department will support the new preservation programs by following the
guidelines for proper handling and storing materials under its control.

Use of Student Assistants

Facing the reality that no new permanent staff will be allocated to the
department, and that the increase in production is causing an increase in
all cataloging support work, the department increased the use of
students. It is planned that this program will continue in the next year,
and that other tasks in the department will also be transferred to
students.

Staff Development

Specific staff development plans within the department are: to continue to
develop the supervisory skills of the department's supervisors; to

continue to train and encourage professional development of the new
librarians; to assist the Wing Project catalogers and staff in finding new
jobs to move to after the completion of the project.

Wing Project

The Wing Project will end in the next fiscal year. The department will
continue to support the project to its successful completion.

Established Headings List

The department developed a very useful tool for streamlining the authority
process, The Established Headings List, which has now become too expensive
to duplicate for all users. The department will be reviewing alternative
plans for dealing with the information in the list. It is possible that
the format and the workflow will be affected.
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TABLE 1.

Volume count is of books; non-book materials are not included in the count.
* Not available

Catalog Department Production: Swmiary

Type of 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85

Cataloging Titles/Volumes Titles/Volumes Titles/Volumes Titles/Volumes

OCLC Copy 4ù,259/* 42,337/46,329 37,638/41,782 50,772/54,890

Cataloging

OCLC Original 1,788/* 3,920/4,421 3,068/3,320 4,062/5,264

Catal ogi ng

TOTAL OCLC 42,047/* 46,257/50,750 40,706/45,102 54,834/60,154

CATALOGING

Manual Cataloging 2,7261* 2,095/2,645 2,272/2,531 1,183/1,262

With Copy

Manual Cataloging 7711* 1,023/2,296 902/1,459 746/1,315

Original

TOTAL MANUAL 3,497/* 3,118/4,941 3,174/3,990 1,929/2,577

CATALOGI NG

ADDED COPIES /4,300 /4,606 /4,329 /3,402

AND VOLUMES

TOTAL CATALOGING 45,544/* 49,375/60,297 43,880/53,421 56,763/66,133

OCLC AND MANUAL



TABLE 2.

Catalog Department Production: New Cataloging By Type of Material

Type of 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85

Material Titles/Pieces Titles/Pieces Titles/Pieces Titles/Pieces

Books 45,534/53,079 48,745/55691 43,830/48,979 55,716/52,731

Microfilms 79/352 90/776 31/686 24/438

Microfiche 88/6,071 117/11,862 564/2,194 637/1,595

MUSIC COLLECTION

Phonodiscs 388/702 368/681 184/281 164/534

Audio-tapes 0 3/46 1/1 2/7

Audio-cassettes 0 7/7 O O

MEDIA CENTER

(In titles only)

Filmstrips 138 52 49 52

Games 20 2 1 1

Kits 11 11 9 0

Slides 61 120 24 39

Phonodiscs 22 14 6 41

Audio-cassettes 55 114 16 43

Transparencies 2 2 0 3

Videorecordings 61 53 45 33

Miscellaneous 6 13 17 8

TOTAL AV MATERIALS 376 381 167 220

FOR MEDIA CENTER

TOTAL NEW TITLES 46,465 49,711 44,827 56,763

PROCESSED, BOOK

AD MEDIA



Catalog Department Production:

TABLE 3.

New Titles Processed for Branch Collections

Branch 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85
Collection Titles Titles Titles Titles

Center for Creative 433 579 527 769

Photography

Library Science 599 580 630 680

Media Center 454 445 185 252

Juvenile Collection 1,127 543 203 869

Music Collection 2,687 2,627 611 1,054

Special Collections 1,747 3,612 3,377 4,510

Oriental Studies

Collection

(By language)

Arabic 468 793 1,181 385

Chinese 1,750 1,270 940 721

Hindi 706 392 515 508

Japanese 648 523 542 446

Panjabi 223 61 78 100

Persian 107 110 36 51

Turkish 94 17 35 26

Urdu 407 353 636 373

Other 40 25 63 59

Total 4,443 3,544 4,027 2,669

TOTAL TITLES 11,490 11,920 9,560 10,803

PROCESSED FOR

BRANCH COLLECTIONS



TABLE 4.

Catalog Department Production: New Titles Added by LC Classification

Classification 1981-82

Titles

1982-83

Titles

1'?83-84

Titles

1984-85

Titles

A General works 252 255 218 354
B Philosophy, Psychology & Religion 3,180 3,253 3,176 3,497
C Auxiliary Sciences 296 299 275 332
D History of Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceania 4,119 3,133 3,480 4,235
E America, History of the U.S. 871 840 643 865
F History of U.S. (local) & Latin America 1,559 2,184 1,407 2,128
G(except GB-OC) Geography, Folklore, etc. 931 814 730 871
GB-OC Physical Geography, Oceanography 150 192 148 180
H-HJ Economics 3,778 3,756 3,517 4,859
HM-HX Sociology 2,146 1,877 1,815 2,275
J Political Science 928 952 948 1,175
K Law 822 55 760 737
L Education 1,363 1,283 1,392 1,373
M Music Scores 2,205 2,165 399 816
ML-MT Music Theory 890 1,076 ..- 1,046 808
N Art 2,117 2,297 1,855 2,968
P-PA Philology 772 642 711 804
PB-PH Modern West European Languages 510 537 459 563
PG Slavic Languages 537 459 3-44 1,152
PJ-PM Asian, African, Am. Indian Languages 2,790 1,832 2,205 1,659
PN Literary History 964 928 879 1,153
PQ1-3999 French Literature 740 875 915 1,226
PQ4000-5999 Italian Literature 237 319 286 329
PQ6000-8999 Spanish Literature 1,145 1,618 1,237 1,940
P09000-9999 Portuguese Literature 0O 688 314 469
PR English Literature 2,397 1,961 1,618 2,156
PS American Literature 1,834 2,199 1,635 2,109
PT German, Dutch, Scandinavian Literature 818 699 .510 1,245
PZ1-90 Juvenile Literature 696 312 140 501
O-QE Pure Sciences 2,576 2,910 2,499 3,252
OH-OR Natural Sciences 1,875 1,789 1,433 1 696
R Medicine 1,289 1,146 1,094
S Agriculture 676 843 663 808
T(except TR) Technology 2,468 3,038 2,736 3,323
TR Photography 318 365 347 457
U-V Military and aval Sciences 223 221 233 376
Zi-1i99 Library Sciences 684 732 650 713
Z1200- Bibliography 801 932 206 81

PZ200I Science Fiction 353 509 702 33
Arizona Classification 850 639 48 312



TABLE 5.

*Information not available; included in count of Recataloging and Reclassification for these
ycrs.

Type of

Activity

Catalog Department Production:

1981-82 1982-83

Other Activities

1983-84 1984-85

Withdrawals

(Titles/Volunes

1,094/1,746 642/1,18 620/979 816/1,357

Recataloging and

Reclassi fications

5,634/6,086 4,693/6,556 5,893/8,107 4,553/6,096

(Titles/Volumes)

Volumes Processed

for New Locations

* * 884/1,195 1,506/2,261

(Titles/Volumes)

No. of Authority 7,238 16,063 15,864 9,577
Records Made

No. of Cards

Filed in the

646,865 625,150 549,905 632,999

Public Catalog

No. of OCLC

Card Received

597,090 656,305 545,692 697,195

No. ofIn-house

Cards Made

143,340 144,205 150,070 112,165
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I. SUMMARY

The theme of 19814-85 in the Serials Department has been change,
particularly in the area of staffing. The Department experienced a
number of resignations and transfers among the career staff as well as
two leaves of absence. In spite of these changes, work flow Continued
at xar normal levels in most areas thanks to the efforts of the staff
who remained and to some modest additions to the student wages budget to
cover one of the leaves.

The most significant staff change came with the resignation of John
Pitcher, Head Serials Librarian, who had been in the Department for five
years and the Library for twelve years. John's departure in late
November necessitated a new management structure for the Departmentuntil a new head could be recruited. From December 19814 until the
present Travis Leach has coordinated all of the day to day activities ofthe Department, reporting to Sara Heitshu, AUL for Technical Servicesand acting Head Serials Librarian. Thanks to the patience and goodwillof Travis and the serials staff this arrangement has worked although any
major changes in policy or procedure have been deferred.

The other change in professional staffing occurred when Charles Peters
was selected to be the new Microforms Librarian and head of the Current
Periodical, Newspaper, and Microforms Section which was transferred fromthe Serials Department to Central Reference ou January 1, 1985. Thisloss in cataloging required some reorganization in order to cope withthe workload until a replacement could be recruited and trained. The
cooperation of the staff in all public service areas has been mostappreciated as the Department has sought ways in which to cope withthese major changes in professional staff.

The IBM PC and the new M-300 OCLC terminal have both been important
tools in the Department, and many staff have learned to operate one orboth of these for normal OCLC work, word processing, and statisticalreports. New methods were established for processing reference toolsthrough the Department more quickly, and the title change procedure forperiodicals was modified to move pieces on in spite of one lesscataloger in the Department.

A major project to replace damaged microfilm in CPNM was mounted at theend of FY 1983-814. Over 30,OOO was expended to accomplish this.Another major addition to the newspaper collection was made when theSalt Lake City Tribune, including an entire microfilm backfile, waspurchased.

The SOLAR union list project for the state began in the fall of 19814,and the Serials Department cooperated fully. New students were hiredand trained to prepare holding reports which were mailed to Tempe forinputting into OCLC by special project staff at ASO. In addition, staffin the Department served as members of the Technical Advisory Committeeand informally as consultants to the Project Manager. In the meantime,the regular union list work Continued including the refiling project.



II. MAJOR STRENGTHS

The most notable strength of the Department continues to be the staff
whose dedication and loyalty is exceptional. If 1983_811 was a year of
change, then 1981185 was a year of even more change, all of which was
coped with good will and good humor. It is not possible to mention all
of the fine performances which were turned in, but two people, Travis
Leach who acted as department coordinator from December 19811 until now
and Mary Stout, who managed CPNM until it was transferred out of the
Department in January 1985, deserve special mention.

The next year promises challenges which will far surpass those of the
last two years. The present staff are more than equal to the task.
Their flexibility and good sense of humor combined with more years of
solid experience with serials than is often found in research libraries'
serials departments will continue to guarantee the department's
successful passage through another year of change.



III. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

This year the department has been seriously hampered by its lack of
leadership although all day to day problems have been handled. Major
changes in policies and procedures have been blocked without a Head
Serials Librarian. In addition, cataloging backlogs, while not
apparent, have grown. This is particularly true for Arizona state
documents which are being held in Special Collections until a new
cataloger is hired and trained.

Staffing will continue to be serious concern in the Department even
under normal circum stances. Considering the size of the Library's
serial collection, the department is short staffed. Exactly how much
workflow and processing changes may help and how much automation may
help will be problems to be studied in the coning year.



IV. FUTURE PLANS

The future plans for the department will center around the training of
the new Head Serials LIbrarian. Beyond that immediate concern are the
policy and procedure matters which have been deferred this year. These
must be considered in the light of the possibility of autpmation.

The completion of the SOLAR project work, which cannot be put off, will
be high priority for the Department. The University of Arizona Library
Is the largest member of SOLAR and as such must put a great deal of
effort into moving ahead with the group in order to insure that as many
of our holdings as possible are included in the OCLC list before the end
of the grant funding. This will require a concerted forward push with
all problems being deferred for later resolution. Like many libraries
who have partially automated, the University of Arizona Library will be
learning to live with serials files which do not necesnarily match one
another, accepting this condition as the price for easier public access
to those records which are now online.
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Serials Deoartent Statistics
Ç Fiscal Year 1984-85
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Fiscal Year 1984-85
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Serial s Department

Annual Report
1984-1985
SOLAR Project Records

9620 records completed
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